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I I. U

ABSTRACT

This report descnbes the rtsults of a study evaluating the disposal of the Department of
Ener, 's DOE) depleted uranium DID) reserves. This report l; in no way implying that these /
DU reserves are a wastC.' but is intended to provide baseline data for comparison with other
management options. The evaluation includes: identification of radiological and chemical
hazards of DU. a qualitative assessment of various chemical forms of DU to establish the
preferred reference form for disposal. review of the regulatory requirements applicable to t
management and disposal of DL'. dtscussion of DOE and commercial disposal sites potentially
available for DU disposal. and estimation of all appropriate disposal costs.

The results of this evaluation document that:

DU disposal is only technically and economically feasible at the Nevada Test Site
(NTS) and the Hanford Site.

The preferred chemical form. referenced in this study. for DU disposal is uranium
oxide (i.e.. U3,0).

* 1The DU reserves are 'source matenal" solely regulated under the Atomic Energy Act
(AEA) of 1954. as amended.

* The cost to dispose of the current inventory (June [992) of UF0 as U[08 ranges from
a low of S3.4 billion ($9.SOkgU) to a high of S10.9 billion ($30. l9IkgU).

The cost to dispose of the UF6 as uranium metal is estimated to be more expensive "i

than UO, disposal due to higher conversion costs.

* The greatest potential for reduction in disposal costs is in the development of new
conversion technologies.

iai



ESEXECUTIVE' SUMMXDARY

K, The Department of Energy (DoEt. Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Manaizement. has chartered a srudy to evaluate Alcernarive management strategies tor depleted
uranium 1 DL:' currentrk stored ib ¢cracegic reser'es throughouE the DOE zomplex. One potential
management strategy. and the focus of this study. is disposal of the DU ac a DOE Or commercial
disposal tacilitv This report is in no wav declaring these DU reserves a waste. - but ii
intended to pr,: tce baseline data for comparison with other management optiors for DC.

- Naturallv occurnn uranium consists primarily of the stable isotope U-38. with only about
o--.' Sberng ihe fissile isutope.U-'2'35. The U.S. government has bcen 'nrichin 'uranium since
the 1940s. initially for military needs and later for -fuel for commercxal nuclear power plants.
The enrichment process invol'es separating a feed stream of natural uranium hexafluoride (UF,)
into a CU-235 enriched product stream and a much larger by-product stream depleted in U-235.
.The depleted s:re3m fi.e.. DU) ; typically 99 80% U-238 and 0.02% fissihe C-234. VirrunIall
all of the DC tails from the enrichment plants have been saved as a resource in a1ie torm of solid
C-F,. DOE currently has a DU inventory.of about 402.000 mc.1ric tons of uLranium "MTh'). the
majorItV of which is located at three gaseous. diffusion plants OiDDPc in Paducah. KY.
Piketon. OH. and Oak Ridee. TN. As of June 1992. the GDPs were storii.g 361.00 !MTC.
accounting for aboct 89.8% of DOE's total inventory.

The primary objective of this report to provide cost estimates for a baseline management
option. which DOE may compare with che costs of alternative uses of DU. The conclusions
drawn are as follows:

* Of the two disposal site options identified and evaluated. viz. DOE and commercial sites.
studv findinps indicate that only disposal at existing DOF sites is feasible. Current
regulations at the Nevada Tcst Site CNTS) and the Hanford Site. borh Federally-owned and
contractor-operated. allow disposal of the DU as long as it meets the specific site waste
acceptance craa M(WAC). WAC. and/or disposal COStS. effectivelv eliminate (he potental
for disposing ot the DU at commnercial disposal sites. Sice-soecific crz.-ia and descnntions
are given in Chapter 5 of this report.

Because of the reactive nature of UF6. the radialogica) and chrmical hazqrds of various DU,
forms wzre investigated to determine a suitable disposal form. Based-upon information
presented in Chapter 3 the uranmun oxide l'3Os has been used -is the preferred reference
form for disposal in this stuaY. Howvever. for comparative purposes. the economics of
disposing of DU as a metal was evaluated and is presenite.J in Appendix A.

* The regulatory investigation established current regulatory definitions and requicements
- ppliczble to the UF, in storage and the disposal of CU.,. Conclusions drawn support
D OE's historical treatment otf the DW' as a 'source :vaterial solety regulated under the
Atomic Energy Act tAEAi of 1954. as amended. Additioilolly. numerous federal statutes.
with associated resulatiorspolicies under the zuspices of the DOE. the U.S. Nuclear
Regula-ory Commission Ns:RC). ane the U S Environrenrtal Protection Agency tEPA). are

iv



applicable M th d Ipa Of the Us. The rclcvAnt ItAtCS. rcyulations. and.or policks
am detild in Chapter 4.

Bueline cost estimc were established for disposing oe the DU' as E'101 at thc NTS and
Hanford as low-level wascl iLLW) and Resource Conservatioir and Ralcovery Azi iRCRAi
mixed w * (NMW). These disposal scenznos mprment the lower aud upper bLu)l If
disposal costs at the DOE Cacilies investigated. The cost esdinums range from low of
$3.4 billion (S9.50kU) for direct LLW burial at NITS to a high or SO.9 bUllon
(S30.lgIkgjJ) for RCRA dis a anfoHd.b The cost data are broken down in deuil for

mcb sits ad disposn oemario in Chapter 6 of this repot.

Bascd On cutret covsion pross technoiogy adi esdm cosii usociated with
p uampot. burial. ind enviroumanal comple. disposal of thW DU Is
U metal is =5r cpcwive than disposal sa U, 1. This is due to the higher estimated cost
for inial cnveiioo (0.e., S3.61B for U rda vnus 3:0B for U)O1).

Conversion cost data obtined tor tber U metl dipoul scxnrio vaied considerabiv and ae
the z=t U Imm and/or serairive to chsne.

The g tatst potial for redcion in ovall disposal costs is in deyelop= uf nev
cozvecrsi tecologia with lower conversion costs ard without secondary wam produ
(i.e., CaP1 nd MgFP) disposal co=.

V
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DEPLETED URANIUM DISPOSAL OPTIONS EVALLATIONr

.. INTRODUCTION

The Department of Erergy -DOE. Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Manaenemeni. has chartered a irudy to evaluate alternative management strateyges Yor depleted
uranium (DU) currently stored chrouehouc the DOE complex Historically. DU has been
maintained as a scrareg:c resource because of uses for DU metal and potential uses ror further
enrichment or for uranium oxide as breeder reactor blanket fuel. This study has focused on
evaluating the disposal options for DU if it were considered a waste. This report is in no way
dec!arinz these DU' reserves a 'waste,' but is intended to provide baseline data for comparison
with other management options for use of DU.

1.1 Background

Naturally occumng uranium consihts primarily of the stable isotope U-238. with only aiOxut
0 7 C% being the fissile isoope U-Z35. The U.S. government nas been enriching uranium since
the i940s. imtiallv for military needs. During the 1960s and 1970s. primary use of the enriched
product shifted from military applications to providing fuel for commercial nuclear power plants.
The Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant (GDP) was the first operational uranium enrichment
facility. followed by the Portsmouth and Paducah GDPs. which were built in the 1950s. The
enrichment process involves separating a feed stream of natural uranium hexafluoride (UFO) into
a U-235-enriched product stream and a much larger by-product stream depleted in U-235.
Generally. 5 to 10 kg of DU are produced for every kilogram of enriched uranium for
commercial applications, while up to 200 kg of DU are produced for each kilogram of highly
enriched uranium.; Virtuallv all of the DU tails from the enrichment plants have been saved as
a resource in the form of solid UF,. Continued enrichment of uranium ore to supply fuel to
.iviiian reactor programs will increase the DU reserves.

DOE currentlv has a D1' inventorv of about 402.000 metric tons of uranium iITU) The
majoritv of DOE's DU is in the form of UF, stored at the three GDPs in Paducah. KY: Piketon.
OH II.e.. the Portsmouth GDP): and Oak Ridge. TN. (NOTE: The K-25 GDP in Oak Ridge
has been shut down since 1985.) As of June 1992, the GDPs were storinz 361.000 NITU
(corresponding to approximately 534.000 metric tons of UP,). accounting f about 89.8%C of
DOE's total inventory of DU.3 Because of the limited near-term demand for DU and the large
quantities of DU presently available. DOE is evaluating DU disposal options as wvell as other
uses of DU.

1.2 Objective and Approach

The objective Of this report :s to provide DOE with baseline information that may he used
to zompare the u:sts .tf dis-"sal -, ith the costs of alternative uses of Du. Emphas;s has '-cn

a. Trygve Mvhre. Depleted Uranium Inventory--Jine 30. 199:
TC!M.EXCEL:CDL'DET'AIL.XLS. September 29. 1992.

I



placed on the uisposal Allernatives determined to be viable options based upon existing
environmental. politcalipublic opinion. and economic condituons. Three primiry disposal
options were identified and studied in depth: burial at a commercial site. bunal at a DOE site.
and retrievable disposal in taults at a DOE site. Houever. disposal cost estimates were
deiermLned onl tor the DOE dJsvosal site options because or m.e current limited a;cessibilit%
of %ommercial d:spohal bites tbce Sec:ion 5i. ̂.

Because of the reactive nature of -UF,. it has been assumed that the Du must tirst be
converted to a form more suitable for disposal. Based upon information preserired in Chapter 3
of this 'report. the uranium oxide (ULO) has been used as a reference form for disposal.
Furthermore, cost estimates are based on disposal of DOE's DU inventory at the three GDPs
as of June3;0. 1992. Again. it should be emphasized that these assumptions in no way imply
that any of this material will be declared waste and disposed of. but are only intended to outline
a worstr-case" baseline for comparison t' other potential DU management options and costs.
The costs are presented in 199;3-dollars even though conversionwand disposal operati ns would

: -probabl% not start for atvleast 10 -ears srnce there is presently little capability within the U S
to convert VF, to UO,.

* - This document reports the following findings: DOE's current inventory of DU. rauiniogical
and chemical' hazards of the various DU forms and the preferred chemical form for disposal.
regulatory requirements applicable to DU disposal. and descriptions and preliminary costs for
the primary disposal cases.

.. . . - . ..



2. DU INVTiNiORY DATA
- Jun 'O ;92 se

DOE's current inventory of DEU. as of June 30. 1992. is iven in Table l.' which provides
data on quantiftes of DU stored at six different locations within the DOE complex. representing
91 Svc' of DOE's total inventory of 402.000 NITU as of June 1992. The majority of DOE's
DU is currently in storage at the three GDPs in Paducah. KY; Piketon. OH. and
Oak Ridge. TN The 361.000 NITU of DU currently stored at the GDPs is in the form of U`F,
,534.000 MT) and represents approximately 90% of the total DOE inventory of DU. Therefore.
in an effort to develop a consistent baseline for comparison to other options that will ultimately
need E. account for conversion costs. which vary depending on the initial DU form .(e.g. UFA.
U1 ,). this report wili focus strictly on the DU stored as UF at the GDPs as of June 30.-1992.

The UF, at the three GDPs is typically stored outdoors in painted steel cylinders with either
10- or 14-ton capacities. The majority of the storage containers are the 14-ton vessels. which
are desienated-asdthn-wall cylinders and coded as pressure vessels (working pressure rating of
100 psig. with a, wall thickness of 5;16 in.). These cylinders currently qualify asistrong-tighc
containers' for transport of low-specific-activity (LSA) radioactive materials under Department
of Transportation (DOT) regulations. The storage cylinder inventory at the end of FY-90
included 34.400 standard 14-ton cylinders at the three GDPs. with 22,300 at Paducah. 8.900 at
Portsmouth and -. 200 at Oak Ridge. In addition, over 7.000 cylinders of other types are also
being used for DU storage. This includes thick-wall (5/8-in. thick) 14zon cylinders, thin-wall
and thick-wall 10-ton cylinders, and other miscellaneous cylinder types.'

Table 2 shows the quantities of DU expected to be generated by the diffusion plants through
FY 2021.b During this time period, the Portsmouth and Paducah GDPs are projected to continue
generating DU at a rate of about 15.700 MTU per year. As a result, by the end of FY 2021.
the inventory or DU at the GDPs is anticipated to increase to about 817.000 MTU (or about
1.20.000 NIT of IFTS). As discussed in Section 4.1.3, the DU generated by the GDPs after
July 1. 1993. is expected to be the responsibility of the newly-formed U.S. Enrichment
Corporation. Therefore, for purposes of this report, only the DU in storage as of June 1992 at
the GDPs is being considered for the disposal baseline case. Assuming that the preferred
disposal form will be U305 (see Chapter 3). the current inventory at the GDPs of 361.000 MTU
of DU (or 534.000 MT of UF6) corresponds to 426,000 MT of U30. Using the reported
density of U30, after compaction. of 3 g/cm.'- this represents a volume of U3O of 5 million ft3.

b. Carl Cooley. DOE-HQ/ENM-50. Personal Communication with Tim Hertzler. SAIC.
January 21. 1993.



Table I. DOE Depitedi Lranium Inveniory as of 6M0,92,
I

Paduc~ih GDP NtMES. LEA

t..f2ls Assn 'Wi E

<0 21
031 to < 050
024 to <.I16
0 2 to <031
060 to <0711

0.26 to <0.28
01I to <0 4
0.50 to <0.60

73.5?3 5 0'
1 59 516.050

gi .81'.' 19
:1..:69.9

4I.M.1 .99

751.96
f§46 *7

Paducah GDP Totl:

Portsmoutn GDP NIMES. VEA 024t C0 26
0.31 tO <0.50

<0C 21
029 to <0.31
021 to < o:4
026 to <028

. 39.634.965
35299.1)9
2- 0.62'11J)

4* .34.019
:.696 FP

-1.6,1n IO

* 104.13.744

2.750.900
9.34;178

1373.650
fe-2.5A

Portsmouth GDP Total:

Oak Ridge GDP. M.MES. UEA <0.21
0.24 to <026
0.21 to <0.24
0.28 to <0.3i
0.26 wo <0.23

Oak Rdge GO)P Toa1

GDP TOTAL (t".):

36J5.06

360.33sa

Wesughouse Env'I Mtg Co. of
Ohio

<02t'

<0.21'
<0.21'

1 .716.373
.60.414
328.196

_ 542.-9

4.447.73

1.035.190

WLNICO ToWl.

Westinghouse Elect. Co.
Co!=nba

West Hintord. Defense Ops

<0.21'

0.60 to <07 1r

;:T
.. s,.

;

GRAND TOTAL -

- 491.251M:.
369.50S.'6h

All DU martrials listed are from the enrichig progran. except those noted in foownotes b to t
b He-ito-Teialluoride.

Cn. *rraduated scrap material awaitng recovery
J Reduction
e DOE program rnAteratl cvmputer jcner3ted profit
t Irradliated matcrial iwanlnj procesing

4
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Table 2. Projectitt DU lInventorv at the GDPs'

DU 1n'enjorn t1L) Aanual DU Tncrease NIMTLt

S.ct St). ;992
,q 49
: 443

:995
*996
199-
1998
!999
'000

2002
2003)
_dO04

2005
'006
:007
2003
'009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
'016

2013
2019
2021__IM

415.3'21
430. V92
446.353
462.386
478.399
491.971
506.984
522.093
538.261
;;4 .- 4

.4

572.005
589.699
606.449
624.162
638.554
651.079
660.901
674.3 18
689.736
706.280
722.771
738.445
34.373

7, 0.51I
-86.142

317.403

14.S96
16.322
14.S91
16.166
16.028
16.013
1l.372
15.013
15.109
16.168
lo.494
17.250
17.694
t6.50
17.713
14.392
1'.525
9.822
13.417
15.418
16.544
16.49 1
15.674
15.933
16.134
l5.630
15.631
15.630

.. As 3 result of the Energy Policy Act ot ! 992. it is e.xwecte4 that depleted uranium genernted after Jul%
bbeoome the responsibilicy of the 1.' S Enrichment Ctorporation.

1. 1993. will



3. RADIOLOGICAL/CHEMICAL HAZARDS OF DU

This section provides an overviewv or the.radiological and chemical hazards ir uranium as
the% affect the choice ol' management options for DI ' There are two'relared'a pects to this
diseussion. 'i) hazards associatedl vdth hanidlli2' DU tor'uisposal and ('i the benaxior of
uranium in the'environment The differences in environmental behavior ot'the 'arwuus cneniucal
torms ot uranium are ot -artieular importance since they provide 'i basis for se'lectfig the
ptirr.uM chemical form.for uisposal.

The acceptability of any disposal method for radioactive materials, including DU. must be
demonstrated using a detailed 'performance issessment. These assessments must include a
site-specific pathways analysis Eo estlmate potential radiation doses to inadverent nitruders and
off-site members of the general public. These analvses are required whether 'the' radioactive
material is disposed of as low.level radioactive waste in a coruniercial facility under' 10'CFR 61
or at a DOE facilvty under DOE Order 5480.2A.

In either case. the performance obiective5 t'or the disposal method are detined by limits on
the potential annual radiation dose of '5 mremivyear to any member of the gencral public from
all pathways. In addition. any disposal site must also meet :he requirements oi the Clean Air
Act iCAA) and the Clean Water Act (CWA). These limits are 10'mreuivyear by auiospheric
pathways and'4 mremlyear by the drinking water pathwav. The irequired analyses include

- detailed modeling of releases from the disposal facility; transport through the enviroimient by
- air. surface watcr groundwater. and the food chain; and doses:to'people from-inhalation.

ingestion. 'and external exposure. Typically, h time period for which these estimates must be
.made is quite long up to 10.000 years f6r some assessments.'

In addition to radiological hazards. there are two categones of chemtical hazards of concern
in DU disposal. First. some chemical forms of uranium are sufficiently reactive that thev can
present hazards while handling f'or storage or disposal. Secondly. for'all compounds of uranium.
the ootental'risk from chemical toxicity is equal to or greater than rharfrom radiotoxitv

The 'relative performance .o different chemical 'forms' of' DU. their hazards and
: environmental behavior. may be evaluated in a qualitative manner without conductin2 detailed

analyses. The relatie hazards of handling or' disposal ean'be determined directly from the:r
chemical properties fheir behavior in the environment is much more difficult to anticipate but
data are available to support selection of an 'optimum' chemical form -for disposal.

3.1 Hazards Affecting Disposal Alternatives

Th-. radiological and chemical toxicity hazards associated with the isotopes and zhem-cii
characte:.stic's .of DU' are Jiscussed'below A.-dditionally. the behavior of the'Var;ous fcn-rm .or
DU in the environiment are' presented in Section 3.2. This infoirmation estaoiishes. en a
qualitative basis. the rorrn of DU' least t0xic to man and the most stable in the environmeirt
Combining this infonbracion with the regulatoe% requirements for disposal of DC -prov:des rhe
basis for deterrnining the preferred chernical form for disposal.
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3.1.1 Radiological Toxicity of DU

The radiological hazards of DC are a consequence of the properties of three isotopes of
uranium: I,-238. U-235. and U-234. The relative abundances of these three isotopes in v
naturally occurnng uranium are 99 27r 7 CU-238). 0.72 i 'd-235). and 0.0057% (C1-34). Their
abundances in DE varv somewhat but are typically 99.80% (U-238). 0.2O% 4L'-235). and
O.0005 1 L'-234) Uranium enriched in -'-235 can sustain a nuclear chain reaction (i.e.. *go
zritical' under certain conditions of geometry and the presence of neutron moderating materials
such as water DL' is safe against cruicality under all conditions.

The daughter products of these isotopes of uranium are also radioactive and form 'decav
chains' that contain many possible radionuclides. Uranium ore and its concentrates can contain
a large number of these radionuclides including some, such as Ra-226. that present significant
radiololical hazards. However. the production of DU by gaseous diffusion results in essentially
pure uranium without any decay products. Subsequent decav of initially pure uranium cues

ingrowth" of decay products.

The ingrowth of decay products in a serial decay chain depends on the rate of decay of the
parent radionuclide into its daughter product and the subsequent decay of the daughter product
into other radioactive isotopes in the series. This rate of ingrowth of decay products is based
on the half-lives of the isotopes in the series. Generally. the time it takes for ingrowth of a
decay product to reach an equilibrium activity with its predecessor depends on their half-lives.
For a long-lived predecessor. the decay product will reach 99% of its equilibrium activity in
about seven half-lives. When radionuclides in a decay series have long half-lives. such as
U-238. U-234 and Th-230 (see Table 3 for half-lives), the resulting ingrowth of isotopes further
along the decay chain (e.g.. R§a-226) occurs very slowly. Applying this understanding of the.,
rate of ingrowth to the U-233 decay chain for DU, the abundance of Ra-226 will be insufficient
to produce a significant radiological hazard for tens of thousands of years.

Therefore. the only radionuclides that occur in sufficient abundance to have an impact on
radiological hazards are Th-234 and Pa-234< from U-238 and Th-231 from U-2332. Within a
few months following production of DU. these isotopes will have built up to their maximum
concentration. Thereafter, they will be produced by decay of uranium at the same rate as they
decay. so their concentrations will remain constant. The radiological properties of these uranium
isotopes and decay products are presented in Table 3.

The radiological hazards of any radioactive material are proportional to the amount of
radioactivity present. The various uranium isotopes, and mixtures of those isotopes. can be
characterized by their "specific activity". defined as the amount of radioactivity (in Curies) per
unit of mass (in grams). Radionuclides with longer half-lives have smaller specific activities.
Because of its very long half-life. U-238 has little radioactivity per gram. In contrast. Ra-226
with 3 half-life of 1602 years has a specific activity of 1 Ci!g. The specific activities at' various
mixtures of uranium isotopes are presented in Table 4.

There are some beta and gamma emissions from the isotopes of uranium and their decay
products that require control in the work place. However. the external radiation hazards
associated with uranium handling and storage are generally not a major concern. Whether ir
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Tabk 3. Radiological Properties of Uranium Isotopet and Decay Productt

Radionuclide Half-life Principal
Radiation T)pes

. _

U-238

1-235

U-234

DNcav Prgducts.
Th-234 (from U-238)

Th-231 (from U-235)

Th-230 V(rom U-'34)

Pa-234 (from U-'38)

4 5 x 10 years

7.1 x 103 years

2.5 x 10" years

alpha

alpha. gamna

alpha

24.1 days

1. 17 minutes

8.0 x l0 years

25.5 hours

beta, gamma

beta gm

,alpha. gamma

beta. gamma

Tabk 4. Uranium Spteiflc Activities

Mixture %U-23S Specific Activity
(Cilg)

Pure U3-238 0 3.33 x 10'

Depleted 0.20 4 x l0o'

Natural 0.72 7 x 1O'

Enriched 2.0 I x 104

Enriched 20 9 x 104

the work place or in the environment, the radiological hazards from DU are'primanly due to
alpha particle emission. This means that the internal radiation dose from ingestion or inhalation
of uranium'compounds is the limiting hazard under almost all circumstances.

How inhaled or ingested materials will be distributed a'nd retained in the body depends on
their chemical properties. Therefore. radiation doses are different.for inhalation-of different
chemical compounds of uranium even when the amount of radioactivity inhaled is the same. The

8
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less soluble chemical forms are retained in the lungs for a lonier period of time and dre able (o
deliver .' treater radiation dose than the soluble forms wvhich clear fr6m the lungs more rapidl.
Three inhalation classes have been established Uranium compounds such as 1F. are rapidl%
absorted from the lune and have been assiened to class D %%ith lung retention limes in days
Less soltble compounds ,uch as LO. and L'F, have been assigned to class W with lune retention
limes in %%ecks. HighlV insotuble uranium oxides such as 70. and L-0, have beer. assined CL

zlass Y w-th lune retention times in vears.'

The soluoulitv classes tor *arious chemical forms ot uranium are listed in Table 5. This
table also lists the air concentrations at which continuous exposure to DU will result in radiation
doses that exceed the annual occupational limit.' For mixtures of uranium isotopes with higher
specict activities ii e.. greater enrichment of U-235). the limiting air concentrations for
radiotoxicity uould be more restrictive.

For ingestion of. uranium. radiation doses are also different for differeufi chemical
:ompounds of uranium e en uhen the amount of radioacti ity is the same. The !ess ioluble
chemical forms are taken up by the kidney in smaller -art-.unts than are the more soluble
compounds.: Table 5 lists the concentrations of different chemircal forms of DU diat would
result in the EPA drinkine water radiation dose limit of 4 rnremivear.

Tabk S. Chernotoxicity Vesnus Radiotoxicity for Various ChemIcal Forun of Depleted Uranium

Limiting Air Concentration Limiting Water Concentraoon

- Radiotoxicity Radioruxicavs
C'.weical C:ernotoxictclv, Chernotoxicutv-

tContpc~uni. C ass-r m mg nr IpC:im;) (mg/m;1 Igg:L) ApCi/Li 1jug'Lj

9 O. ' '53 !89 0 47 60 fiO 550

;:o. Y 6) 189 1)47 4 60 20 550

L F. W 0 8 '70 0.68 60 22 55

CO0 W 0.28 270 0.68 60 .22 55

UP D 0.07 540 1.35 60 '2 S5

a I:nhalation solubility classes established by the International Comrumssion on Radiological Protecion.
5 Air concenaraton at wh.ch constant exposure results in a steady stare kidnev burden of 0.330 rn * about

*. %g of kidney tissue. Tbe ')SHA occuniuonal limit for continuous exposure is 0.05 mze tn- based
~r ;hernical tOxicity

C itr concentration at wh-ch constant exposure results in a radiation dose equal to the annual occupationas
imit .n' S -cm-,ear Conversion rorm pCi.mn -o me m, is based on a DU. sreciric acuivitv -ic 4'

d 1 :)posed EPA A:andard !or n-.turaitv occurring uranium in drinking e aer based on cherrucaL 0o\lca
e. Drinkire water concentration \which would result in an annual dose equalling the EPA dr:nicinz *%aer

standard ofi mrcrrnvear. Conversion from pCs:L to ;igiL is based on a Dla specific activit at ' ll ')
C1 .3 ' BEHAVIOR OF LRA.NILhMt IN THE ENVIRONMENT

9



3.1.2 Chemical ToxicitV of DU

His irally. the chemical toxicity of uranium has been a primary concern in establishing
occupav . and environfnental limits for DL. In occupational sicuations. urantum is considered
onl slik.; less toxac than lead. ' Table 6 indicates the relative toxicity or uranium and other
metui15. 'he trtesheid limit value.(TLV', in air for occupational exposures is used hiere for
purposes ot comparison.

Uranium is toxic to the kidnevs and hizh exposure to soluble compounds can'result in renal
injury A concentration of about Igg of kidney tissue has been''used as -a guideline for
controlling the chemical toxicity of uranium. Since the average adult male has a kidney mass
of about 330 g. -this':is equivalent to a total kidnev burden of 0.330- mv.

Table 5 lists the air concentration at which constant exposure results in a steady stae kidney
burden of 0.33O me tor various chemical forms of uranium. The differences among the
chemical forms listed are attributable to their relative solubilties and the degree co which thev
are taken up by the kidneys.' The Occupational Safety and Health Administration tOSHAi
standard" for continuous occupational exposure is 0.05 mg m-. which is slightly more restriczive
than' the 0.07 mwt 'calculaEcd for the most soluble chemical form listed. UF,.' Table 5 also
lists the proposed Environmental Protection Agency (EPA, drinking water limit for naturally
occurring uranium based on chemical toxicity.' The derivations of both the OSHA and the EPA
drinking water limits are based on the most soluble chemical forms of uranium. 'Since these
limits are based oiily on the chemical properties of uranium, they would be the same for all
mixtures of uranium isotopes regardless of specific activity (i.e., for all enrichments).

3.1.3 Comparative Toxicity of DU

For DU. the chemical and radiological toxicities of all compounds of uranium are generally
of the same order of magnitude. Table 5 ailows a comparison of the radiological and chemical

Table 6. Threshold Limit Values In Air for Selected Metals

TLV-TWA8  TLV-STE) b
Metal mIrrig ___ (metm_

Uranium 0.' 0.6

Bervllium 0.002

Lead )0 15 0 45

krsenic 2 -
Mlerurv :)

a. Threshold Limit Value - Time Weiihted Averaze
D. Threshold Limit Value - Short Term Exposu-: Limit

I)
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toxicities of various compounds. Whether radiotoxicity or chemotoxicity is limiting depends on
the measure used and the uranium compound of interest.

In occupational situations. where inhalation Is the primary concern and the radiation dose
limits are high. chemical toxic try is limiting for (he more soluble compounds and radioioxicity
is ltmiun for the. insoluble compounds. This is because insoluble compounds are retained by
the lungs for a longer period of time and result in higher radiation doses. In environmental
situations. the reverse is true because drinking water is the primary concern and radiation dose
limits are very restrictive. Thus chemical toxicily is limiting for insoluble compounds and
radiotoxicity is limiting for the soluble compounds.

The environmental behavior of the various compounds of uranium is controlled by their
physical and chemical properties. The complexity of uranium chemistry and the strong influence
of site-specific conditions make prediction of precise environmental behavior extremely difficult.
In general. however, the more, reactive compounds and the more soluble compounds haye the
least desirable behavior in the environment. Table 7 lists the physical properties of selected
uranium compounds.'

Of the compounds listed in Table 7. UF6 is the most reactive. It is a solid at standard
temperature and pressure, but is volatile and sublimes at 561C. It reacts with water to form
soluble uranyl fluoride (UOF.) and hydrogen fluoride (HF) gas. Uranium tetrafluoride. UF,
reacts slowly with moisture at ambient temperature to form uranium dioxide (IJO:) and HF.
UO, will slowly convert to U30[ in air at ambient temperature. U101 is the most inert chemical

Tabk 7. PhysicWl Properties of Selected Uranium Compounds

Chemical Mtelting point Density (s'cm3) Solubility in
Comp~ound 2&C Crystal Bulk Water, Oggtral 2H

C F, 64 4.7 4.6 Soluble.
Decomposes to
UO.F:

UF, 960 6.7 2.0 - 4.5 Vez slightly
so'lule

UOl Decomposes to 7.3 1.5 - 4.5 Insoluble
UP0, when
heated

U;O1 Decomposes to 8.3 1.5 - 4.0 Insoluble
UO: at 1300

UO. '878 [Lo) 2.0 - 5.0 Insoluble

U 1132 19 1 L9 0 Insoluble

II



form of uranium: it has low chemical reactivity and low soluility. All other forms tabulated
above will convert to UJ30, under most environmental conditions.'

The chemistry of uranium is quite complex: utanium can exist in valence states of 3.4.5.
or 6. Uranium in the environment commonly exists in one of two chemical states: the
oxidized -6 valence stare and the' reduced +4 valence state. Hexavalent uranium (U's)
compounds are krnjwn to have significancy greater solubility and are much more 'mobili in the
environment than tetravalent 1U-) compounds.: Typical solubilic2 limits in' grouridwater of
neutral OH are in the range of 6 x 10-: mziL fbor hexavalenm compoinds and 7 x 10 4 mg/L for
the tetravalent oxides of uranium.'

Solubilitv is one measure of environmental mobility. However. the behavior of uranium
in theenvironment is strongly influenced by environmental conditions. This is illustrated by the
wide range of measured values for the'distribuion coefficient K. The'Kd is a measure of how
tightly bound a compound is to individual soil particles.: A high K. indicates a compound that
remains'associatrcd with soils and sediments' in the environnient and is'nor easilv moved by
eroundwater. A low I'C indicates a compound that can be expected to move rapidly 'though
Groundwater systems to become available for later uptake by plants. animals,. or'people./Table 8
presents several measured v: . of the distribution coefficient for hexavalent and tetravalent
uranium in different soils.' 'These values range over a factor of more than lO000.(from 62.000
to 31. indicating a very large dependence on local soil conditions.)

Uptake of uranium by plants, animals, and people is generally quite low. Uranium serves
no nutritional function and is not chemically similar to any required nutrient, so there are no
active metabolic processes to concentrate uranium in the food chain." For most waste disposal
assessments, transfer by groundwater and ultimate contamination of drinking water sources will
be the limiting pathway for human exposures.

3.2 Preferred Chemical Fr.om for Disposal

With respect to the radiological and chemical characteristics of DU and the potential impact
to man, the choice of a preferred chemical form for disposal of DU is based on three
considerations: (1) potential for release (i.e., solubility and dispersibility). (2) environmental
behavior (i.e.,; reactivity, solubility, and Kids), and (3) relative toxicity in drinking water. The
foregoing summary of uranium toxicity and environmental behavior indicates that U0,0 is one

Table & Range oflMeasured Values for Uranium Distribution Coefficients

Kd imL-g) Conditions

62.000 . Silt loam. U- pH 6.5
4.400 Clay soil. U-'. pH 6.5
2.000 Clay soil. U1' . pH 10

300 Clay soil. UO-'. pH 5.5
3 Limestone. UO-'. pH 6.9
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of the best choices for a final form It is chemically stable. insoluble. and of low toxicity in
drinking water-desirable properties' for shallow land disposal. This choice of a final waste form
parallels the practice currently beir. followed by the French in convertin their depleted uranium
hexafluoride to CVA 1 for disposal

In addition to the toxicity aspects of the *arious forms of DU. established regulaory criteria
restrn:t certain torms of DU. from disposal. As'previously stated. UFT is reactive %%hen exposed
to moiscure. Reactize waste rorns are specifically restricted from disposal by the \evada Test
Site iNTS) and Hanford waste acceptance criteria (WAC) and DOE orders. In aziition. finely
divided DUJ metal is pyrophoric and is restricted from disposal by site-specific WAC. However.
in limited cases 'bulk' DU metal has been accepted for disposal at the NTS as mentioned in
Appendix A of this report.

Based on the.-qualitative assessments, in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 and. specific, regulations
restricting vanous forms of DU' from disposal. the remainder ot' this report will'evaluate the
general requirements and costs for the disposal of DU as LXO.. However. the choicc of CXO.
as the referenced waste form in this study does not preclude the disposal of. DU in another
forn(s) (e.Q.. UO.. U metal) if it can be shown-to be environmentalIv stable. acceptable per all
regulatorv cnitena. and more economical.
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Prior to l954. nuclear energy activities were largely confined to the federal government.
The AEA amendments of i954 encouraged private commercial firms to enter into the
dexelopment and utilization ot nuclear energy for peaceful'purposes by allowing non-federal
ownership of nuclear production and utilizaton facilities if an operating license was obtained
from the Atomic Enerey Commission (AEC). Licensine requirements i now controlled by either
NRC or states that have formal agreements %%tth NRC ro assume re'ulatory authoriy arc still
applicable to the dispcsal of DOE's DU in commnercial disposal sites. Anv:DU itrgeted for
disposal at a commercial LLW disposal site must satisfy all requirements and conditions
specified in the site's radioactive materials license. Site-specific license requirements tor
existing commercial facilities are discussed further in Sections 4.2.2 and 5.2.

Of even greater impornance to DOEs management of its DU. is the fact that souice material
ias previously defined) is subject to regulation under the AEA. Section 61 of the AEA. as
amended. gave the Atomic Energy Commission the following authority-

The Commission may determine from time to'lime that other'material IS source
material in addition to those specified in the 'definition of source matrial.' Before
making such determination. the Commission must find that such matenal is essential
to the production of special nuclear material and must find that the determination that
such material is source material is in the interest of the common defense and security.
and the President must have expressly assented in wriiing to the determination.

As a result., the Atomic Eneray Commission promulgated the following regulatory definitions
in 10 CFR § 40.4:

Source material means: 11) Urar-u- or thorium, or any combination thereof, in any
physical or chemical form or (2) ores which contain by weight one-twentieth of 'one
percent O.C5%) or more of: (i) Uranium. (ii) thorium or (iii) any combination thereof.
Source material does not include special nuclear material.

Depleted uranium means the source material uranium in which the isotope uraruum-2-35
is less than 0 71 1 weight percent of the total uranium present. Depleted uranium does
not include special nuclear material.

Consistent with these definitions, DOE has historically treated DU as sourqe material subject
to regulation under the AEA of 1954. as amended. -For purposes of this rt.port. it has been
assumed that DU will continue to be solely under AEA jurisdiction if disposed of as LLW waste
at some point in the future-i.t.. subject to DOE orders at DOE disposal sites and subject to
NRC licensing criteria at commercial disposal sites. 'This assumption may not be valid in the
future. based upon recent developments within the' hazardous, waste regulatory arena, as
discussed in the following section.

4.1.2 The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

In 1976. Congress remodeled a law that primarily addressed th: disposal of nonhazardous
waste. the Solid Waste Disposal Act, building into it a major new pcogram on hazardous waste
The new law was meant to encourage more than pollution control-Congress intended to
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discourage the prcduculon of hazardous waste in the first place and encourage the development
of advanced forms o 'material recycling and recovery. The purposes o' the comprehensive new
law. the Resource Conservation and Recoeriy Act (RCRA).: were to: protect human health and
the environment. expeditiously reduce or eliminate the generation of hazardous waste. and
conserve energy and n.aiural resources. RCRA enforcement is the responsibility of the EPA.
v hicn issues regulations concerning aeneratton. transport. treatment. storage. ard disposal of
hazardous waste primarily found, in 40 CFR pans 260 through 27I2). However. Section 3006
of RCRA authorizes states to Jevelop and enforce their own hazardous waste programs in place
of the federal program administered by the EPA. State hazardous waste programs must be
revieed and approved by EP.-. before the state is given authority to implement and enforce its
own program.

In general. RCRA regulates 'solid waste." which includes both ordinary garbage generated
in households and offices and the .nore hazardous chemical wastes produced by industry. These
two categories of waste are ha.ndled very differently in both the law itself and in its
implementing regulations. Subtitle D of the statute deals with nonhazardous municipal solid
wastes, which are currently regulated almost entirely by the states tinder- minimal federal
guidelines. Subtitle C addresses the management of hazardous waste. For a waste to be
hazardous within the'meaning of RCRA. it must first meet the definition of a solid waste. A
waste that does not meet the solid waste definition cannot be defined as a hazardous waste.
RCRA defines solid waste and hazardous waste as follows:

The term 'solid waste" means any garbage, refuse, sludge from a waste treatment
plant. water supply treatment plant. or air pollution control facility and other discarded
material. including solid. liquid, semisolid, or contained gaseous material resulting
from industrial, commiercial, mining, and agricultural operations. and from community
activities. but does not include solid or dissolved material in domestic sewage. or solid
or dissolved materials in irgation return flows, or industrial discharges which are
poi.nt sources subject to permits under section 402 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act. as amended (86 Stat. 880). or source, special nuclear. or byproduct
material as defined by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amended (68 Stat. 923).
[RCRA § 1004(27)1

The term 'hazardous wasted, means a solid waste, or combination of solid wastes.
which because of its quantity. concentration. or physical. chemical or 'infectious
characteristics may: (1) cause. or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality
or an increase in serious irreversible. or incapacitating reversible. illness: or (2) pose
a substantial present or potential hazard to human health or the environment when

* improperly treated, stored. transported. or disposed of. or otherwise managed.
,RCRA § 1004(5)1.

In regulations implementing RCRA (40 CFR 261.4(aij. the EPA states the followin;
exclusion: The followin2 materials are not solid wastes for the purpose of this part
... (4) Source. special nuclear or byproduct material as defined by the Atomic Energy Act or
1954. as amended. 42 I. S C. '011 et ,eq."
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Consistent with these' definittms and regulatory exclusions . the depleted uraniun
hexafluoride at the GDPs has traditionail% been managed as material that wvas exempt trom the
rceulatory jurisdiction of both the federal EPA and state agencies with respect to hazardous
%%aste requirements under Subtitle C of RCRA. This practice wV as based upon the position-that
since the DU consists solelY o f CF, it meets the definition of source material and should te
revuiated strictly under the AEA The gaseous diffusion prucess uses LF. containing 0.71't
U -235 as feet! material The feed material. which amves in c% linders in solid form.. is heated
:n its cylinder to a gaseous state and fed into a cascade consisting of a seriesot cormpressors and
separarion barmers. By physical separation only. the cascade increases ihe percent ot U-Z55 in
the enriched' UF, product stream and decreases the U-235 content in the much. larger
depleted' CF, ails stream. This latter stream constitutes the DU that is currently stored at the

three GDPs as a resource. primarily because it is still capable of being used as feed material to
produce enriched uranium No chemicals ot other marezials are added to the UF, during the
enrichment process or prior to storage of the depleted CF0 in cylinders.- Thereforc. the DU
does not contain any extraneous "non.AEA" material that would qualify as either a characteristic
or listed hazardous %aste.

In recent years. the issue of the applicability of hazardou's WdSte regulations to DOE's CRF.
in'entories in storage has been raised by the Ohio EPA. speciftcallv concerning tle DU stored
at the Portsmouth GDP in Pikeron. OH. The Southeast District Office of the Ohio EPA notified
the DOE in October 1990 that cylinders of DU at the Portsmouth GDP were no'longer exempt
from regulation as a hazardous waste under Ohio Administrative Code (OAC) 3 7 4 5 -5 1-04 .d This
section of the Ohio Waste Management Regulations contains the solid waste exclusions
comparable to the federal solid waste exclusions of 40 CFR 261.4(a). The federal exclusion for
source, special nuclear. or byproduct material has been omitted from OAC 3745 51 04.
However. the Ohio Solid and Hazardous Waste Disposal Law. Ohio Revised Code 3734.01(1).
does contain the following:

Hazardous waste means any w aste or combination of wastes in 'solid. semisolid. or
Contained gaseous form that in the determination of ihe director because of its quantity.
concentration. or physical or chemical characteristics. may: 1) cause or significantly
contribute to an increase in serious irreversible or incapacitating reversible illness: or
2) pose a substantial present or ipotental hazard to human health or safety or to the

environment when improperly stored. treated. transported, disposed of.' or otherwise
managed Hazardous waste includes 'any substance identified by regulation as
hazardous under the Resource Conservation and Recoverv Act of 1976. 90 Stat. 2806.
42 U.S.C. .6921. as amended. and does not include anv substaice that' is ubiect to (he
'Aomic Energv Act of 1954.' 68 Stat. 919.4'2 U.S.C. 2011,

; Joe La Grone. Nlanazer DOE Oak Ridge Ooeraticns. letter to Richard Shank. Di.ector Ohio
EPA. dated October 29. 1990.

d. Donna Goodman. Inspector Ohio EPA. Division of Solids & Hazardous Waste Manaeement.
!erler cc ': W. Gillespie. Site Nlanager U S. DOE Portsmouth. Ohio. dated September '7. 199')
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The DOE responded in an October 29. 1990 letter from the manager of the DOE-Oak Ridge
Operatuons to the Director of the Ohio EPA. * slating that. The cylinders of depleted urantum
are exempt from regulation because uranium hexafluoride is source material- under the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954. as amended * In an attached regulatory analysis. DOE's position was
supported by cicznx the atuitaru hnd regulatorv delinitions and exclusions * ithin the AEA.
RCRA. and the Ohio Resised Coue. Additionally. the analysis contained the folloi.ine:

Source material zlearlv is a substance chat iF subject to the AEA. Thererore. depIe.d
uranium. havuig been derined cy the Atomic Energy Commission as a source material
is not a hazardous waste under Ohio law.

The depleted uranium stored at PORTS also is not a mixed waste subject to regulation
as a hazardcus waste. because the depleted uranium is not mixed with a RCRA
hazardous waste. There is no other material. waste or otherwise, in the. storaile
cylinder of uranium hexafluoride.

USEPA announced its mixed w.aste policy in the Federal Register on Julv 3. 1986
5 I FR '4504). That policy and subsequent clarifications issuca by USEPA indicate

Mat USEPA Intended to regulawe as 'inmed wasces' chose radioactive materials thiat
become mixed with a' non-AEA material that .s a hazardous waste. Radioactive
materials, such as the depleted uranium stored at our Portsmouth facility, that have not
been mixed with a non AEA material that is a hazardous waste are not considered
'mixed wastes" regulated by RCRA. Sce Guidance on Identification of Lowv-Level
Radioactive and Hazardous Waste, 52 FR 11147.

In surmnary. the UF, tails qualify as source material' under the AEA. Source
materials are exempt from regulation under RCRA and Ohio law bv statute. USEPA's
'mixed waste' policy does not apply to depleted uranium. because this material has not
been mixed with a listed hazardous waste or non-AEA material which exhibits a
hazardous waste characteristic.

This issue remains unresoived. On January 13. 1993. the Ohio EPA reiterated their position
to DOE that UF. in jheir view. "was a radioactive mixed waste regulated under Ohio hazardous
waste :aws because it, qualifies as a discarded material/waste and is not' excluded under anv
Atomic Energy Act exemption or.,'thc Ohio Revised Code 3745-51-04.' The DOE Office of
Chief Counsel in the Oak Ridge Operations Office is currently handling the legal analysis and
negotiations concerning this matter. The outcome of this legzal action may greatly impact any
future disposal options for DOE's DU. If the depleted uranium hexafluoride is ultimately
ca:veorized as a hazardous waste, disposal requirements for DU may become much more
;complicated. D.iposal in a RCRA-permnnted facility and compliance with RCRA land disposal
restrictions and treatment levels methods. depending on the hazardous waste desiznation. would
then .appiv It should be noted !hat the states or Kentucky and Tennessee have not yet raised
sinitiar :ssues ror tne DU stored at the Paducah and Oak Ridze GDPs. respectivel,

e. Beverly Stephens. DOE:OR Office of Chief Counsel. Personal Communication Aith
Doug Nishimono. SAIC. March 4. 1993.



For purposes of th;;s report. it has been assumed that any disposal of DU by DOE in the
future will remain subject strictly to AEA jurisdiction as source material/low-level waste.

4.1.3 The Energy Policy Act

The Ener2y Policy Act of 1992 (Public Law 102486-Oct. 24. 1992) included provisions
for amending the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 with respect to DOE's uranium enrichment
activities. Specifically. Titles IX. X. and XI of the Energy Policy Act address establishment of
the U S. Enrichment Corpcration: remedial action at active -processing sites and uranium
revitalzzat:on: and uranium enrichment health. safety. and environmental issues. In summary.
these portions of the Act affect the DOE by: c1) assigning DOE's uranium enrichment activities
to a pnvate corporation as of July 1. 1993. (2) maintaining DOE as the responsible party for DU
9enerated prior to July 1. 1993. and for remedial action and decontamination and
decommissioning activities at the GDPs. and (3) assigning responsibility for the development and
cornnier'cialization of alternative enrichment technologies such as Atomic. Vapor Laser Isotope
Separation (AVUS) to the Corporation.

Sections 1202 and 1301 of the Erergy Policy Act contain the following:

The Coq oration [U.S. Enrichment Corporation] is created for the following purposes:

1. To operate as a business enterprise on a profitable and efficient basis.

2. To maximize the long-tern value of the Corporation to the Treasury of
the United States.

To lease Department uranium enrichmernt facilities. as needed.

4. To acquire uranium for uranium enrichment, low-enriched uranium for
resale. and highly enriched uranium for conversion into low-enriched
uranium. as needed.

5. To market and sell its enriched uranium and uranium enrichrment and
related services to-

A. the Department for governmental purposes; and
B. domestic and foreign persons. as provided in Section 1303(6).

6. To conduct research and development as required to meet business
objectives for the purposes of identifying. evaluating, improving. and
testing alternative technolozies for uranium enrichmenr,

7. To conducE the business as a self-financing corporation and eliminate the
need for Federal Government appropriations or sources of Federal
financing other than those provided in this title.
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8. To help maintain a reliable and economical domestic source of uranium
enrichment services.

9 To comply with the laws. and regulations prQmulgated thereunder. co
protect the public health, safety. and the environmernt.

10 To continue at all times to meet the objectives of ensuring the Nation's
common detlnse and security. including abiding by United States laws and
policies concerning special nuclear materials and nonproliferation of
atomic weapons and other nonpeaceiul uses of atomic energy.

11. To take all other lawful actions in furtherance of these purposes.

In order to accomplish its purposes, the Corporation-...

4 shall enrich uranium. provide for uranium to be enriched by others' or
acquire enriched uranium (including low-enriched uranium derived from
highly enriched uranium provided under section 1408):

5. nmay conduct. or provide for conducting, those research and development
activities related to uranium. enrichment and related. processes and
activities the Corporation considers necessary or advisable to maintain the
Corporation as a commercial enterprise operating on a profitable and
efficient basis;

6. may enter into transactions regarding uranium, enriched uranium, or
deleRted uranium with-

A. persons licensed under section 53. 63. 103. or 104 in accordatice
with the licenses held by those persons;

B. persons in accordance with. and within the period of. an
agreement for cooperation arranged under section 123: or

C. persons otherwise authorized by law to enter into such
transactions;

7. may enter into contracts with persons licensed under sections 53, 63. 103.
or 104. for as long as the Corporation considers necessary or desirable.
to provide uranium or uranium enrichment and related services;

8. may enter into contracts to provide uranium or uranium enrichment and
related services in accordance with, and within the period of. an
agreement for cooperation arranged under section 12-3 or as otherwise
authorized by law: and

9. shall sell to the Dcpartment as prozded in this title, without regard to
section 57e. the amounts of uranium enrichment and related cervices that
the Department determines from time to time are required for it to-



A carry .; ;dential directions a:id authorizations under
section ?i _.ld

B. conduct other Department programs.

For purposes of this report. it has heen assumed that DOE till retain responsibility for all
depleted uranium hexatluoride Generated and ;n storage at the GDPs prior to !uly 1. 1993.
Theretore. this studs uses the total DU rv...;.. at the GDPs as of June 30. 1992. Li
361.000 MTL it e. 534.000 MT of F_ .nrri :pondiniz to 426.000 IT of *'U0 after
conversion-see Chapter 2). as a basis for cthe sIuay cases. However. since theadttails of the
transition of uranium enrichment responsibilities are still being negotiated. the-DU quantities
used in this report should be considered preliminary figures for establishing baseline projections.
Future negotiations between DOE and the Corporation mav involve the sale of part of DOE's
DU inventory to the Corporation for enrichment purposes.

4.1.4 The Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act Of 1970. as amended iCAA.-Public Law 91.604.
42 U.S.C 7401 et seq.). federalized air pollution control regulations and made humna health
protection the basis for much ot that regulation.. The Act was amended sienmficany in 1977 and
again in 1990. Title I of the Act regulates 'stationary sources- te.g.. treaiment and disposal
facilities). while Titles II and Ill regulate "mobile sources" and 'citizens suicsljudicial review
standards". respectively. The primary elements of the CAA that apply to the disposaL of the
DOE DU are contained in Part A § 112. National Ei.ission Standards of Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP), and Part C §§ 160-165 Prevenzion ofSignifican Deterioration (PSD) and
Permit to Construct (PTC).

The NESHAP standards for emissions of radionuclides other than radon .tom DOE facilities
are codified in 40 CFR Subpart H 1 6192. This standard stares that 'emissions of radionuclides
to the ambient air from DOE facilities shall not exceed those amounts that would cause any
member of the public to receive in anv vear an effective dose equivalent of 10 mrem/vr."' The

lNESAP. limit for radon emissions from DOE facilities is 20 pCitm:-s 'of radon-''' as an
average for.the entire source (Subpart Q § 61.1921.

4.1.5 The National Environmental Policy Act

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of '1969. as amended (NJEPA-Public
Law 91-190. 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.). established procedures to ensure that information on
environmental consequences of proposed actions is available to public officials and citizens
before decisions are made.to proceed with implementation of said actions. For all proposed
major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. NEPA zalls
for a process focusing on preparation of an environmental impact statement (EIS) and on review
and comments bv the public and by government agencies. Specifically. 102()(ci of the Act
specifies that, for major federal actions that may affecC the qualitv of the human environment.
the responsible ortictal shall prepare a detailed statement on:

the environmental impact of the proposed action.
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anv adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided should the proposal be
implemented.

alternatives to the proposed action.

the re.ationsnip ovtween acd[ ihort-Cerm uses of man's e'nviromnnenc ~ind the
maintenance ard enhancement of long-term productivity, arnd

anY urre~rs tote and irretrievable cormamitMns of rdsources that would be involveai in
the proposed action should'it be implemented.

Prior to making any detailed statement, the respoiv'ible Federal official shall consult with and
obtain the comnments ot any Federal agency that has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with.
respect to any envir~jnrriental impact involved. Copies of such statement and the comments and
views ot the appropriate Federal. State. and local agencies. that are authorized to develop and
enforce environmental standards. shall be made available :o (he Presidernt. the Council on
Env!ronmental Qualit'y and to the public.

The Council on Environmertal. Quality s regulations implementing NEPA are contained in
40 CFR Parts 15004508. Section 1500.2; establishes the policy that Federal, agencies shall to
the fullest exten't possible:

1. Interpret and administer the policies. regulations, and public laws of the United States
in accordance with the polici'.s set forth in the -Act and these regulations.

2. Implement procedures to make the NEPA process more useful to decision makers and
the public: to reduce paperwork and the accumulation of extraneous background data:
and to emphasize real environimental issues -and alternatives. Environmiental impact
statements shall be con cise, cle'ar. and. to the poin-t. and shail be supported by evidence
that azencles have made the necessary environmental analyses.

3. Integrate the requirements of NLEPA with other planning and environmental, review
procedures required by law or by agency practice so that all such procedures rnn
concurrently rather than consecutively.

-4. Encourage and facilitate public involvement in decisions which affect the quality of
the human environment.

5. Use the NEPA proces s to identify and assess tEfCreasonable alhernatives to proposed
actions that will avoid or minimize adverse effects of these actions upon the quality
of the human environment.

6. Use all practiCable means. consistcnri with the requirements of the Act and other
essential considerat ions o f national policy, to restore and enhance the quality -if the
human environment and avoid or minimize any possible adverse effects of their actions
upon the quality of the human environment.

'1 I



For this study. costs for preparation of the 'required environmental documentation have been
included in Chapter 6.

.412 Disposal Regulations

This section describes the DOE orders and NRC regulations currently applicable to DU
disposal. The DOE orders are primarily integrated into DOE disposal site operations through
their sue-specific WVAC requirements and radiological performance assessments. The
radiological performance assessments for. DOE disposal sites discussed in -this report are still in
the draft phase. although some changes have already been incorporated into their WAC
requirements based upon preliminary results -of the performance assessments. When these
performance assessments are finalized and approved. additional changes can be' expected in the
site-specific WAC requirements. NRC regulations are applicable to conunercial disposal sites
and are largely reflected in the radioactive materials licenses for such sites. -

The following sections discuss the general -requirements specified in DOE orders and'NRC
regulations. The site-specific requirements that are in place to comply with these orders and
regulations are discussed for each individual disposal site in Chapter 5.

4.2.1 ]DOE Orders/Policies

Depleted uranium, if ever declared a waste, would currently be classified as low-level waste
(see Section 4.1.2). Disposal within a DOE low-level waste facility would be subject to DOE
Order 5820.2A,,.Chapter III. As prescribed in this DOE Order, the disposal technology is
required to meet the following performance objectives (specified under paragraph 3a):

1. ..Protect public health and safety in accordance with standards specified in
applicable EH orders and other DOE orders.

2 Assure that external exposure to the waste and concentrations 'of radioactive
material that may be released into the surface water, ground water, soil, plants
and 'animals results in an effective.dose equivalent that' does not exceed
25 rnremlyr to any member of the public. Releases to the atmosphere shall meet
the requirements of 40 CFR 61. 'Reasonable effort should be made to maintain
releases of radioactivity in effluents to the general environment is low as is
reasonably achievable.

3. Assure that the coMMitted effective dose equivalents received by individuals who
inadvertently may intrude into the facility. after the loss of active institutional
control (100 years). will not exceed 100 mrem per year for continuous exposure
or 500 mrnrm for a single acute exposure.

4. Protect ground water reso-rces. -consistent with' Federal. State. and local
requirements.
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Additionally. DOE 5820.2A. Chapter III., specifies that DOE disposal sites must maintain a
site-specific radiological performance assessment demonstrating compliance with these
performance objectives (under para2raph 31) as follows-

I Field organizations with disposal sites shall prepare and maintain a site-specific
radiological performance assessment for the disposal of waste for the purpose of
demonstrating compliance with the performance objectives stated in paragraph 3a.

I. Each field organization shall. for each DOE reservation within its cognizance.
prepare and maintain an overall waste management systems performance
assessment supporting the combination of waste management practices used in
generation reduction. segregation. treatment. packaging, storage. and disposal.

i. Where practical. monitoring measurements to evaluate actual and prospective;
perfrrmance should be made at locations as required, within and outside each
facility and disposal site. Monitoring should also be used to validate or modify .
the models used in performance assessments.

The preceding requirements and specifications are generally reflected in the WAC prepared by
each DOE disposal site in accordance with paragraph 3d of DOE 5820.2A. Chapter 3. as
follows:

i. Waste shipped from one field organization to another for treatment. storage, or
disposal shall be done in accordance with the requirements established by the
operations office having responsibility for operations of the receiving facility.

2. Waste acceptance criteria shall be established for each low-level waste treatment.
storage. and disposal facility, and submitted to the cognizant field organization.

3. Generators of waste shall implement a low-level waste certification program to
provide assurance, that the waste acceptance criteria for any low-level waste
treatment.. storage. or disposal facility used by the generator are met. Generators
and facilities receiving the waste are jointly responsible for assuring compliance
with waste acceptance criteria. Generators are financially responsible for actions
required due to nonconformance.

4. Generator low-level waste certification programs shall be subject to a periodic
audit by operators of facilities to which the waste is sent by the generator.

5. The waste acceptance criteria for storage. treatment, or disposal facilities shall
address the following issues:

A. Allowable, quantities;concentrattons of' specific radioisotopes to be
handled. processed. stored or disposed of;

B. Criticality safety requirements (waste forms and geometries):
C. Restrictions regarding low-level waste classified for security reasons.
D. External radiation and internal heat generation;
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E. Restrictions on the generation of harnful gases. vapors. or liquids in
waste:

F. Chemical and ,trucrural stability of waste packages. radiation effects.
microbl3l activity. chemical reactions. and moiscure:

G. Restrictions tor chelating and complexing agents having the potential for
mobilizing radionuclides: and

H. Quantiy of free liquids.

The DOE orders that ensure compliance with the procedural provisions of .VEPA are as
follows:

DOE 5400.1. General Environmental Protection Program of 11-9-88. which
establishes environmental protection program requirements. authorities. and
responsibilities for DOE facilities to assure compliance with all applicable Federal.
State. and local environmental protection laws and regulations.

Secretarv of Energy Notice SEN-15-90. Nationi- Environmental Policy Act. of
2-5-90. which expresses certain Secretarial policies and goals. and commits DOE to
full compliance with NEPA.

10 CFR Part 102 1. DOE .National Environmental Policy Act Implementing Procedures
(DOE NEPA Regulations). which establish Departmental procedures for implementing
the procedural provisions of NEPA -pursuant to 40 CFR Parts 1500-1508. Thesc
regulations were published on April 24. 1992. (57 FR 15122) and beciame effective
on May 26. 1992.

- DOE 5440.1E. National Environmental Policv AcdCompliance Program of 11-10-92.
which establishes DOE responsibilities and procedures to implement the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

DOE 5400.5. Radiarion Protection of the Public and the Environment. contains the primary
DOE standards for the protection of members of the public. This Order replaces DOE 5480. IA
and incorporates standards derived from the EPA in 40 CFR 61 (National Emissions Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants). and 40 CFR 141 (National Interim Primary Drinking Water
Standards). The performance objectives of DOE 5400.5 are as follows:

Routine DOE activities shall not cause any individual member of the public to receive.
in a year. an effective dose equivalent greater than 100 mrem. These limits apply for
all exposure modes.

The airborne effluent pathway shall not result in any member of the public receiving.
in a vear. an effective dose equivalent greater than 10 mrem i40 CFR 61 .

An annual effective dose equivalent of no more ,han 4 mrern shall be received bv anv
person through ingestion of water from a drinking water supply operated by or for
DOE (40 C}R 1'41)
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Radioactive materials in liquid etfluents released from DOE facilities shall not cause
public or private drinking water systems downstream of the facilit% discharge co result
in any member of the publiz receiving an annual dose equivalent exceeding 4 mrem
to the u hole bodv or to a:;. *rvan (4O CFR 141).

4.2.2 NRC Regulations

NRC rez.ao:ons are published under 10 CFR Parts 0 to 199 The DOE and its prime
subcontractors are. in most. instances. exempt from the requirements for a lcense
[10 CFR §§ 30.12. 40.11. and 70.111. Disposal of DU/low-level radioactive waste by (he DOE
at its own facility would. therefore, not be subject to NRC licensing. However. disposal of
DOE's DU at a commercial facility would be subject to the NRC requirements imposed on the
facility as a licensee. (Licensee is used to refer to the holder of a radioactive materials license
issued bv either the NRC or an 'AQreement State' delegated authority by the NRC.)

Regulations in 10 CFR 61 establish the procedures. criteria. and terms and conditions upon
which the NRC issues licenses for the land disposal of radioactive wastes containing byproduct.
source. and special nuclear material received from other persons. iDisposal of waste by an
individual licensee is addressed under 10 CFR ZO.) Per 10 CFR § 61.59. disposator radioactive
waste received from other persons is permitted only on land owned in fee by the Federal or a
State government. An application to receive, possess, and dispose of wastes containing or
contaminated with source. byproduct. or special nuclear material by land disposal must contain
the information specified in 10 CFR 61, Subpart B. including sections on general information.
specific technical information. institutional information. and financial information. An
environmental report (i.e., EIS) prepared in accordance with 10 CFR 51. Subpart A. must also
accompany the application. Part S1 contains NRC's regulations and procedures for complYing
with § 102(2) of the NEPA.

Extensive technical analyses. including. pathway analysis. inadvertent intruder protectuon
analysis. worker protection analysis. and long-term disposal site stability analysis. are required
in the permit application to demonstrate that the disposal facility will meet the Comnission's
performance objectives. The technical analyses must demonstrate that the land disposal tacilic.
will be sited. designed. operated. closed, and controlled after closure so that exposures to
humans are within the limits specified below:

Concentrations of radioactive material that may be released to the general environment
in ground water, surface water, air, soil, plants. or animals must not result in an
annual dose exceeding an equivalent ot 25 mremr to the whole body, 75 mrem to the
thyroid. and 25 mrem Eo anv other organ of any member ot the public

lO CFR § 61.41)

Desln. operation. and closure of the land disposal facility must ensure protecuon ir
any individual inadVertendls intruding into the disposal site and occupying the site .i
contacting the waste at any time atter active institutional controls over the disposal ,.te
are removed (10 CFR § 61.42).



Operations at the land disposal facility must be conducted in compliance with the
standards for radiation protection' set out in 10 CFR 20. except for releases of
radioactivity in effluents from the land disposal tacility. which shall be governed by
10 CFR § 61.41 (10 CFR § 61.43).

The disposal acility must be sited. designed. used. operated. and closed to achieve
long-terrn stability of the disposal site and to eliminate. to the extent practicable. the
need for ongoing active maintenance of the disposal site following closure so tWat only
surveillance, monitonng. or minor custodial care are required. (10 CFR 161.44)

If the application is approved. a radioactive materials license is issued. which in most cases
specifies maximum quantities or concentrations'of radioactive materials allowed in the waste and
conditions for authorized use; packaging; waste form: receipt. acceptance, and inspection of
waste'burial operations: site design and construction; environmental monitoring and surveying;
and financial assurances.

Disposal of DOE's DU in a commercial low-level waste disposal facility would. therefore.
have to satisfy all conditions and requirements specified in the facility's license. However. as
discussed in Section 5.2. the availability of commercial disposal sities to DOE waste is extremely
lunited based upon current conditions.
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5. DISPOSAL STUDY CASES INVESTIGATED

This chapter presents informnaon on the zurrent status ot the disposal options sires that wvere
Investlmated. Attention was pnmarily focused on existing disposal facilities within the DOE
complex and the 1amrncrcial sector

5.1 DOE Disposal Sites

Descriptions of two DOE disposal facilities. the Nevada Test Site and the Hanford Site. are
given in this section. Emphasis has been placed on the NTS because its economic and
hydrogeologic factors are more favorable than those of the Hanford Site. Information on the
Hanford Site has been included for comparison. and to allow for the possibility that
political/regulatory issues may arise at either of the DOE sites. Detailed disposal cost data are
presented in Chapter 6 for both the NTS and the Hanford Site.

5.1.1 Nevada Test Site

Information presented in this section on the NTS low-level waste disposal areas was
primarily obtained from the following four sources:

Site Book for Waste Management, Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Co. II
December 1991.9'

Radiological Performance .4ssessment. U3ahu/a Low-Level Waste Disposal Unit.
Nevada Test Sire. Revision 1. Oak Ridge National Laboratory Pollutant Assessments
Group (Grand Junction. CO), September 1991.'0

Radiologica. Performance Assessment for the Area 5 Radioactive Waste Management
Sitre at the Nevada Test Site. Revision 1. EG&G Idaho. Inc.. February 1992.11

Nevada Test Site Defense Waste Acceptance Citeria. Certification, and Transfer
Requirements. NVO-325 (Rev. 1). DOE Nevada Field Office (DOE/NV) and Reynolds
Electrical & Engineering Co., Inc., June. 1992.

5.1.1.1 NTS Description

The NTS is a DOE nuclear weapons testing facility on approximately 1.350 square miles
of federally-owned land. in southeastern Nevada's Nyc County (see Figure 1). The NTS is
situated about 65 miles northwest of Las Vegas. The site is bordered to the west. north. and
east by Nellis Air Force Range. a restricted-access. government-owned area. Since it was
established in 1952. the primary mission of the NTS has been to serve as a proving around for
the testing and development of nuclear weapons. Through 1987. there were in excess of 685
announcea nuclear detonations at the NT S. All tests conducted at the NTS since late 1962 have
been below ground. with a total of 84 tests conducted at land surface prior to 1963. This
extensive testing of nuclear weapons has created significant amounts of radioactive materials at
various depths beneath the land surface and some residual radioactive material at land surface
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Wjste rmanaement acrivities were initiated in 1961 to dispose of low-level waste produced
bs the DOE weapons testing program. Disposal activities hase expanded from the original
burial ot atmosphecnc weapons testing debris. and today the NTS serves as a major dispoial
ficilhty f.r low-level radzoactive waste 2er.^raied by numerous installations throughour the DOE
comples Other operations include a storage facilit) for transuranic waste from LUarrice
Li. ernore National Laboratory. de% elopment of a mixed waste management unit. and colection
.t NTS-zenerated hazardous uasre for disposal. These operations are administered by the DOE
Nevada Field Office. and performed by Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Co.. Inc. tREECop.
Waste Manaizemenc Department (WMD). There are two principal defense waste management
sites at the NTS-the Area 5 Radioactive Waste Management Site tRWMS) and the Area 3
RWNIS .see Figure 2). Descriptions of both disposal areas are provided below. as they
currently exist. NTS personnel indicate that disposal of DOE, DU would likely take place in
dedicated trenchesicraters within these areas.'

Area 5. The Area j RWMIS is located in the southeastCrn portion of the STS about
13 miles north of Mercurv. NV. on the nonhern area of Frenchman Flat. Frenchman Flat is
one of he three main desert basins on the NTS. consisting of an oval-shaped basin with a large
drv lake bed in the center with no external drainage for water. 'Averaie daily temperatures
range from 20C in January to 24CC in August. Valley floors such as Frenchman Flat average
about 4 in. of precipitation per year. The top of the alluvial aquifer is approximately 770 ft
below land surface.

The Area 5 RWMS encompasses a total of 732 acres on the Frehnrhan Flat. The
Low-Level Waste Management 'Unit (LLWMU) comprises 92 acres in the southeast corner of
the RWNIS. The LLWMU contains two types of disposal cell5: (1) shallow land disposal
trenches and pits for low-specific-activity waste, and (2) greater confinement disposal (GCD)
boreholes for hign-spectfic-acdivity waste. The majoritv of the low-level wiste disposed at ne
existine facilities consists of contaminated laboratory waste. soil. process waste. and construction
debris. Common radioactive constituents of this waste are depleted and enriched uranium.
mLced fission products. high-specific-activity tritium. and transuranics at less than 100 nCiIY
concentrations. The total volume'of' low-specific activity waste disposed of in pits and trencnes
throuoh 1990 consisted of approximately 5.3 million ftW and 4.2 million Ci (undecayed). Most
of the waste is buried in 55-gallon metal drums and plywood boxes. An additional 4.600 ft' and
2.9 million Ci of high-specific-activity waste were disposed of in the GCD boreholes.

Currently, Pit 4 and Trenches 2. 3. and 3 of Area 5 are open to accept waste. Pit . accepts
low-level waste and is 1,000 ft long. 200 ft wide, and 20 ft deep, with an initial capacity or
3.200.000 ftl and a remaining capacity of 1.536.000 ft') (as of earlv 1992). Trench 2 is used for
classified waste and is approximately 254 ft long. 60 ft wide. and 205 ft deep. with an initial
capacity of '43.840 Wtt and a remaining capacity of 157.143 fP. Trench 3 is approximately
630 tt .on. 45 ft ivide. and 15 rt deep. with a capacity of 314.138 ft'. Trench 5 is reserved for

f Gene Kendall. Manager REECo Waste Management Department. Personal Communication
with Doug Nishrmoto. SAIC. Januanr '6. 1993.
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Figure 2. Radioactive Waste Management Sites
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future thorium. lou%-level waste and is approximately 6.320 fE long. 100 ft wide. and 24 ft deep.
with a capacity of 1.008.000 ft:

Pit 4 of Area 5 is uscd for the disposal of low-level waste from currently approved
generators. Pit 4 was opened June '1. 1988 and as of early. 1992 was approximately one-half
tull The wkaste is stacked by weight wvith the heaviest packages on the bottom and the lightest
on top Waste is stacked vwithin four ft of the original land surface and then covered with
approximately 8 ft tf natural soil

Aeai 3. The Area 3 RW.NIS is located on Yucca Flat in the northeastern section of NTS
tabout 21 miles nonh of Mercury. NV) and covers an area of approxunatcly 50 aces. At
Yucca Flat. the average annual daily minimum temperature is 3CC. and the average annual daily
maximum temperature is 22SC. The mean annual rainfall is approximately 7 in. Depth to the
water table is approxunately 1.600 ft.

Yucca Flat has been used extensively for testing nuclear weapons. Subsidence craters
resulting from these tests have been primarily used for the disposal of bulk lowtlevel waste. Use
of the Area 3 RWobIS started around 1980 when the Waste Consolidation Project began with the
primary objective of cleaning up radioactively contaminated debris from aboveground nuclear
tests from 24 debns disposal sites. Packaged bulk low-level waste from offsire DOE facilities
has also been buried here. The subsidence craters are selected for disposal cells based upon site
geology and the depth at which the nuclear device was detonated. Area 3 RWMS waste
management cells are comprised of two adjacent subsidence craters, with the area between the
two craters excavated to make one large. oval-shaped landfill cell. To dame. all disposal
operations have taken place in four craters. U3ax. U3bl, U3ah. and U3ac. The U3axlbl craters
were used to dispose of consolidated waste from the Atmospheric Testing Debris Disposal
Program until the craters were closed in 1987.

Disposal operations at the t:3ahlat craters began in 1988 and the craters are currently being
used for consolidated waste and packaged bulk LLW from offsihe; 'The U3ah crater resulted
from a test detonation at a burial depth of 1191 ft in December 1961; it is 49 ft deep. 600 ft in
diameter, and has a volumeof approximately 13.8 million ftb. The U3ac crater resulted from
a test detonation 987 ft below the surface in March 1963 and is 78.5 ft deep. 610 ft in diameter.
and has a volume of approximately 22.9 million ftW. The entire U3ahl/a disposal site is
surrounded by a 39-ft wide by 4-ft high earthen runoff control dike.

Currently, waste disposed at U3ah/at is in nonstandard containers such as sea-land
containers and bales or in bulk form. During disposal operations, each subsidence crater is
divided into waste tiers. Each waste tier is about 8 ft high and is covered with about 3 ft of
clean till before the next tier is started. Seven tiers of waste are planned for disposal. with the
seventh tier covered with 4.5 ft of soil to bring the disposal crater to grade before the closure
cap is emplaced. The multilavered cover will consist of a backfill laver. a low permeability
layer. a biointruszon layer to impede the, intrusion of plants and animals, a rooting layer to
support vegetation, and a final layer of gravel mulch and native vegetation.



5.1.1.2 NTS Waste Acceptance Criteria

The DOE-sNevada Field Ottice estaolhshes radioacti'e %%aste acceptance criteria and
requirements for waste cer:itication. characterization. and transfer for all wastes rece:ved for
dJsosal at the NTS. in ether Area3 or Area 5. These requirements are contalnefj in th
N det.4a Tes( Slre Defense tW~sre .ccemtnce Cruiena. Cerificart.,n. and TransferYRetquremnt',s.
NVO-3"". Revision .1

Prior to new off-s tc generators beine considered for shipping waste ro the NTS. they rnust
contact DOE headquarters to obtain an official written designation or the waste ais defense waste.
Once official designation is obtained. off-site generators must then contact the DOEVNV
Manager for approval to submit an application to ship waste to the NTS. This application form
consists of six main pans: generator infornation. waste characterization programi. waste strCam
information. waste certification program. exemption requests. and procedures and supporting
documentation. If an application is found to be adequate bv DOE.NV. an audit will be
scheduled and the app :cation rev iew comments will be discussed durin' thati:audit. Waste
stream approval will be granted after the generator has demcr.n;rated compliance with anv audit
findmns and any necessary revisions to the application have been made.

The following WAC requirements are specified in Section 5.5 of NVO-325 for LLW:

1. The package closure (e.g., metal clips or banding) must be sturdy enough that it will
not be breached under normal handling conditions and will not serve as a weak point
for package failure.

2. LLW disposed at the NTS shall contain as little free liquids as is reasonably
achievable. but in no case shall the liquid equal or exceed 0.5 percent by volume of
the external waste container. Absorbent will be added as a precautionary measure :o
absorb any moisture that may form due to condensation attributed to the variations in
temperature and humidity from state-of-generation to NTS.' Packaees will also be
reviewed bv real-time radiography prior to package cernification.

3. LLW must have a transuranic'nuclide concentration less than 100 nCiJg. The mass
of the waste container. including shielding, shall not be used in calculating the specific
activity of the waste.

4. LLW offered for disposal at'NTS shall not exhibit any characteristic's of. or be listed
as. hazardous waste as identified in 40 CFR 261 or state-of-seneration hazardous
waste regulations. ''

5. Fine particulate wastes'shall'be iriunobilized so chat the waste package contains no
more than 1 wv'eizht percent -'of less-than-10-rmicromecer-diameter particles. .r
15 weight percent of less-than-200-micromecer-diameter particles. Waste 'that :s
known to be in a paruculate form or in a form that could mechanically or chemicall%
be transformed to a part:culate -during handling and interim 'storage shall be
immobilized. When immobilization is impractical. other acceptable waste packaging
ihall be used such as. overpacking (i.e.. 55-2allon drum inside 83- or 85-eallon
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drum;. steel box with no liner. wooden box with a minimum of 6-mil scaled plastic
liner. or steel drum with a minimum of 6-mil sealed plastic liner.

6. LLW v2ases shall be stabilized or absorbed so that (he. pressure in the. wast package
does nor exceed 1 5 atmospheres at 20'C.

7. Where practical. waste shall be treated to reduce Volume. promote waste
minimzition. and provide a more structurally and chemically stable waste form.
Structural stability can be accomplished by' crushing, shredding. ,or placing a smaller
piece inside an opening of. a larger piece. such as nesting pipes. Chemical stability
must be documented to show that significant quantities of harmMul gases. vapors. or
liquids are not generated. Wastes shall not react with the packaging during storage.
shipping. and handling -time. Where stabilization is required for the waste to meet this
waste acceptance criteria. it must be shown that the stabilization process is adequately
controlled.

3. LLW contaiing pathogens. infectious wastes. or orher eriologIc agents as defined in
49 CFR § 173.386 will not be accepted tor disposal at NTS.

9. LLW containing chelaUng or complexing agents at concentrations greater than
1 percent by weight of the waste formn will not be accepted.

10. PCB-contaminated LLW will not be accepted for disposal at NTS unless the PCB
concentration meets municipal solid waste disposal levels of SO ppm or less.

11. LLW containing explosive and/or pyrophoric material in a form that may
spontaneously explode or combust. if the container is breached, will not be accepted.

12. Defense waste shipped to NTS ,Must be packaged in accordance with all DOE and
DOT regulations. including DOE Order 1540.1. Materials Transportation and Traf7ic
Management: 49 CFR j 173.448. General Transportation Requirements:
49 CFR § 173.474. Quality Control for Construction of Packaging: and
49 CER § 173.475. Quality Control Requirements Prior to Each Shipment of
Radioactive Materials. Type A packaging shall - be designed to meet
49 CFR § 173.411. General Design Requirements. and 49 CFR § 173.412. Additional
Design Requirements for Type A Packages. Type A packages must have been
evaluated under the DOE Type A package Certification Program. Type B packaging
must meet the applicable requirements of 10 CFR 71. Strong, tight packaging used
for shipping limited quantities and low specific activity LLW excepted by
49 CFR §§ 173.421 and l73.425..respectively. must be constructed so that it ill not
leak during normal transportation and handling conditions.

13. The quantitv of fissile radioactive materials shall be limited so that an infinite arrav
of such packages will remain subcritical. This quantity shall be determined on the
basis of a specific nuclear safety analysis. considenng credible accident situations. and
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taking into account the actual materials in the waste. See 49 CFR § 173.451. Fissile
Matenals - General Requirements.

14 The quantity of radioactive materials shall be limited for each waste matrix and
package type so that the effects of nuclear decay heat will not adversely affect dte
physical or chemical stability of the contents or package integrity.

1S The external radiation levels for packages shall not exceed 200 mrem/hour on contact
during handling. shipment. and disposal unless specifically excepted by DOT
regulations. See 49 CFR § 173.44 1. Radiation Levtel Limitations. Type B containers
that will be unloaded by remote procedures will be addressed on a case-by-cas basis.
Packages shall be within DOT contamination limits upon receipt at NTS. See
49 CFR § 173.443, Contamination Control.

16. The activity limits listed in 49 CFR § 173.431. Acrivity Limitsfor Type A and 7:pe B
Packages, shall be met. Where applicable, the activity limits ot 49 CFR §173.421.
Limited Quantities of Radioactive Materials, and 49 CFR § 173.425,. 7ransport
Requirements for LSA Radioactive Materials, shall be met for strong, tight packages.

17. Waste containing multiple hazards shall be packaged according to the level of hazard
as defined in 49 CFR § 173.2. Classification of Material Having More than One
Hazard.

18. Except for bulk waste, waste packaged in steel drums, or SEALAND containers, the
'waste package (packaging and contents) shall be capable of supporting a uniformly
distributed load of 4,000 lblfe. This is required to support other waste packages and
earth cover without crushing during stacking and covering operations.

19. All waste packages shall be provided with permanently attached skids, cleats. offsets.
rings. handles, or other auxiliary lifting devices to allow handling by means of
forklifts. cranes, or similar handling equipment. All rigging devices that are not
permanently attached to the waste package must have a current load test based on
125% of the safe working load.

20. 1.2 x 1.2 x 2.1-m (4 x 4 x7-ft) or * 1.2 X 0.6 x 2.1-m (4 X 2-x 7-ft)
(width, height. length) boxes or 208-liter (55-gallon) drums are required to he used.
Bulk waste containers must be approved by DOE/NV and containers of other
dimensions are acceptable with approval from DOEINV on a case-by-case basis.

21. In addition to the weisht limits set for specific packaging designs. NTS imposes limits
of 4.08? kg (9.000 lb per box and 544 kg (i.200 lb) per 55-gallon drum. Packages
exceeding 9.000 lb require crane or large forklift removal and must be approved by
REECo/WMD prior to shipment and must be ini a removable-top or removable-side
trailer.
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2'. Waste packages shall be loaded to ensure that the interior volume is as efficiently and
compactly loaded as practical. High deisity loading will allow efficient.RWNIS space
utilization and provide a more rtable * aste form that will reduce subsidence and
enhance the long-term performance of the disposal site.

23 Use of DOT Type A packages not previously evaluated under the DOE Tvpe A
Package Certification Program will not be perrnmted.

24. The generator's preshipmenr storage environment shall be controlled to avoid the
adverse influence from weather or other factors on the containment capability of the
waste packaging during handling, storage, and transport. The generator preparing
waste for prestupment storage shall take all reasonable precautions to preclude the
accumulation of moisture on or in the packages prior to their arrival at the NTS.

Additional marking. labeling, and bar coding requirements are specified in NVO-325.

Not all of the waste acceptance criteria listed above would be applicable to the UO form
of DU that may eventually be disposed of by DOE. The only specific condition that may greatly
impact utAure disposal of depleted uranium oxide is WAC Number 5. dealing with particulate
wastes. One of the assumptions used in this srudy is that the U,Og will be subjected to a
compacting/screening/fines recycling.operation at the point of conversion so that it will satisfy
the waste acceptance particle size criteria, thereby eliminating the need for fixation or packaging
in lined containers. An added benefit of the compaction process would be to increase the DU
bulk density from 1.4 g/cm3 (out of the kiln) to about 3 g/cm3' effectively decreasing the
disposal volume by a factor of more than two. If the compacted oxide does not meet particle
size criteria. NTS personnel have indicated that use of plastic liners within the drums would be
sufficient.' This alternative would not greatly impact the containerized volume of DU that would
be disposed of at the NTS. and is certainly preferred over inimobilization with respect to
minimizing waste volumes.

One additional impact of the ongoing site-specific. radiological performance assessments
being prepared for the Area 3 and Area 5 disposal facilities may be that DDU would require burial
at depths somewhat greater than currently used or, alternatively, mounding over with a thicker
closure cap.' This.may be required to ensure that release of radon gas (which,, due to uranium's
slow decay rate. becomes a concern only after thousands of years) does not exceed any of the
SNTS' performance objectives (see Section 4.2.1) for radiological dose limits.

z. Robert L. Dodge. Chief REECo Technical Support Section. Personal Communication with
Doue Nishimoto. SAIC. January 27. 1993.

hi F Tom Lindstrom. REECo Special Projects Section. Personal Communication 'ith
Doug. Nishimoto. SAIC. March 9, 1993.
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5.1.2 Hanford Site

3.l.2'.1 Hanford Site Description

The Hantora Site is located on 600 square miles of federally oned land in south central
WVashineton. to the northwest ot Richland and between the Yakinma and Columbia Rivers
Isee Figure 3) Most of Hanford's waste handling facilities are located on-a plateau in the
central portion of the Site. in'or near the 200-West and 200-East Areas.` The 200 Area plateau.
%;here most of the radioactive waste is stored. ranges in elevation from about 620 to 800 ft
above mean sea level. Average monthly temperarures range from a low of -1.5C in January
to a high of 24.7IC in July. while average annual precipitation is about 6.3 inches. The water
table 'i.e. the upper limit of the unconfined aquifer) ranges from 185 to 330 ft beneath the
ground surface.:" LLW disposal facilities are located within-both the 200-West and 200-East
Areas.

5.1.2.2 Hanford Waste Acceptance Criteria

Westinghouse Hanford Companv manages the Hanford Site radioactive solid wase disposal
facilities for the DOE'Richland Operations Office. WAC requirements are specified in Hanford
Sire Solid Waste Acceptance Criteria. WHC-EP.0063-3.i5

Each waste generator is required to receive formal approval from Westinghouse Hanford
Solid Waste Engineering Analysis for the disposal of radioactive solid waste before shipping that
waste to the Hanford Site. The process starts with approval of the generator's LLW
Certification Plan followed by successful completion of an initial Waste Management Audit by
Solid Waste Enuineering personnel. Upon completion of the audit, and any necessary action
items. the generator will be granted approval or limited approval for shipment of the waste to
the Hanford Sire. Offsihe generators must submit initial requests for a Stora'etDisposal
Approval Record (SDAR) to the Waste Management Division Director. DOE Operations Office.
Richland. through the waste generator's DOE office.' Each request to store or dispose of
radioactive solid waste must be accompanied by the following inforrnation:

Complete description of the waste or waste stream.

Complete characterization of all radionuclides and their curie content and chemical
data per the approved Waste Certification Plan.

Complete description of packaging. containers. and returnable transport overpacks
(if applicable).

Evidence demonstrating that wast packages for LLW comply with ar-'licable
requirements in Chapter 4 of the Hanford WAC.' 5

Some of the requirements specified in Chapter 4 of the Hanford WVAC that are applicable
to disposal of DOE's DU include:

I -
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Figure 3. Loc3aions of Existing Faicilities at the Hanford Site
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I As a result of Hanford's preliminary site-specific radiological performance assessment.
all LLW must be classified (imrmediately after generation and before packaging)
according to Category 1. 3. and greater than Category 3 concentration limits for
radioisotopes wvith half-lives greater than 5 years. For waste containing mixtures of
radionuclides. the total concentration shall be determined by the sum of the fractions
nile: divide each radionuclide's'concentration by the appropriate limit and add the
resulting values. Interim Hanford Site waste classifications for LLW are as follows:

* Waste Category --Low activity waste with very low concentrations of long-
lived radionuclides. (This waste will not present an unacceptable hazard to an
intruder after the active institutional control period (100 years).- If the
radionuclide concentration does not exceed the value'in Table 4-1, Column I
of the Hanford WAC. the waste is Categzor. 1'.

* Waste Categor 3--Moderate and high activity waste with low to moderate
concentrations of long-lived radionuclides. (This stabilized waste cannot pose
an unacceptable hazard to an intruder or public health and safety for a long.
as yet unquantified, -time period.] [f the radionuclide concentration exceeds the
value in Table 4-1, Column 1, but does not exceed the value in Table 4-1.
Column 2 of the Hanford WAC. the waste is Category 3.'

* greater than Waste Category 3 (GTWC3)-Waste that has radionuclide
concentrations greater than Category 3 (i.e.. exceeds the value in Table 4-1.
Column 2 of the Hanford WAC) is not generally acceptable for near-surfacc
disposal and will be called GTWC3 waste to meet the intent of DOE Order.
5820.2A. Disposal systems for GTWC3 wastes must be justified by a specific
performance assessment. Additional engineered features may need to be
incorporated into the design of the system' for disposal of the waste. Such

'disposal system designs shall be supported by appropriate environmental
documentation in accordance 'with the National Environmental Policy Act
process and'be approved by the cognizant DOE operations office and DOE
Headquarters.

It is currently anticipated that Category 3 waste consisting of uranium in any form will
require grouting prior to disposal at the Hanford Site,' while GTWC3 waste will require even
more extensive engineered features. The applicable ccicenration limits for DU are presented
in Table 9, based upon 'draft' values as of February 19. 1993, which have not yet been
incorporated into the Hanford WAC.'

i. Mark Wood, Westinhouse Hanford, Personal Communication with Doug Nishimoto. SAIC.
March 31. 1993.

J. N.P. Willis. Westinghouse Hanford. Draft Table 1. Category I and 3 Concentratrion Limits
Based on Intnider Scenarios. Telefax to Doug Nishimoto. SAIC. February 19. 1993.
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Table 9. Proposed Uranium Waste Categor Limits at Hanford

Concentramin Limits jCi-m~

Nuchdc Cafeggrv I oColumn 1) Category 3 {Column ')

U-234 9 1 E-03 2.1 E+O0

U-'35 3 2 E-J3 5.9 E-01

C-238 6.3 E-03 1.4 E *00
.

Based upon the reported specific activity of depleted UO, of 0.31 1ACi/gS.' (compared to
the reported specific activity of 0.335 MCilg for DU"7). which translates to 0.93 CiWm' using a
density of 3 elcmi.1 it appears that DOE's DU would qualify as a Class 3 waste add would
probably require grouting prior to disposal.

. All LLW packages accepted for storage (except waste to be compacted) at the Hanford
Site facilities shall be packaged in DOT specification 17H or 17C steel 55-gal drums.
Drums should, if practical. be banded and palletized in groups of four. Other
containers may be approvedi in the applicable SDAR. Containers used for storage
shall be designed to withstand the weight of two layers of 55-gal drums stacked on top
with 1,000 lb in each drum.

3. All LLW packages shall provide at least two containment barriers to prevent the
release of contamination. Examples of two containment barriers include a plastic bag
or a plastic liner inside a steel drum. or a steel drum inside another steel drum.
Plastic liners used for primary containment shall be 10 mil, nylon-reinforced plastic.

4. LLW containing free liquids. tritiated waste. asbestos. ion exchange resins. alkali
metals. long-term radioactive wastes (may apply to DU. requiring case-by-case
evaluation), explosives and compressed gases, pyrophoric materials, animal carcasses.
classified waste, or infectious waste must meet specified waste form criteria.

5. Surface dose rates for -AI packaged waste shall meet requirements of
49 CFR § 173.441. Contact-handled 55-gal drums or smaller packages shall not
exceed 200 rnrem/h at any point on the surface. For larger contact-handled packages.
normal surface radioactivity shall not exceed 200 mrcmih.

6. Removable contamination on the exteriors of all LLW packages shall not exceed
220 pm/ 100 cm: for alpha contamination or 2.200 dpm/ 100 cm: for beta-gamma
contamination.

7. Acceptance criteria for any LLW with the potential to generate greater than 0.1 W;ft:
shall be included in the SDAR.
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S All LLW with the potential to generate sufficient gas to pressurize (he waste packa3e
or to reach explosive concentratiors of hydrogen and oxygen or other explomi'e eases
shall be vented.

9 The internal %oid space or an% LLW paickae disposed at the Hanrord Site stlall not
exceed ¢10% of the total internal. olume of the %%aste paclage.

10 Nuclear rinticalitm safety limits for packages containinlg more than 15 or U-235 will
be determined by Westinghouse Hanford Crticalia Engineering Analssis on a
case-bv-case basis. Packages containing less than 15 g of U-235 iwill not require a
separate cnticality safety analysis.

5.1.2.3 Hanford Site Disposal Costs

The disposal cost for offsice LLW at the Hanford Site is S58.70/ft) of containerized waste
volume tas of "!19,93). This compares to a 1992 disposal rate of S76.98;ft. Bec~zuse the
Hanford waste classification concentration limits for uranium :soopes have not been tinaiized.
definitive disposal costs cannot currently be determined for DOE's DU. If. in fact. the DL'
qualifies as either Category 3 waste or GTVC3 waste. additional costs would be incurred.

5.2 Commercial Disposal Sites

Three conmmercial facilities were investigated as potential candidates for the disposal of
DOE's depleted uranium:

US Ecoloey's Richland, Washington LLW Disposal Facility

Chem-Nuclear Svstems. Inc. s Barnwell. South Carolina LLW Disposal FacilitV

Envirocare's Clive. ttah LLW Disposal Facility

However. none of the comnmercial disposal site alternatives were found to warrant further
consideration, as discussed below.

US Ecology's Richland LLW Disposal Facilitv is located on 100 acres of l. id within the
Hanford Site (between the 200-West and 200-East areas) that are leased to the state of
Washington.' 3  Disposal rates are averaging about S44ftW (as of 3V1193)', but have been
fluctuating a great deal. The U'S Ecology facilitv has been eliminated from further consideration
because. as of Decembr 31. 1992. it is accepting only wastes generated by states within the
Nonhwest LLW Compact (Alaska. Idaho. Montana. Oreeon. Utah. Washington. and Wvomin2

k. N P Willis. Westinzhouse Hanford. Personal Communication with Doug Nishimoro. SAIC
Februar; 19. 1993.

1. N.P Willis. Westinghouse Hanford. Personal Communication with Doug Nishimoto. SAIC
September 18. 1992.
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and the Rockv .Mountain LLW Compact Colorado. .Nevada. and .Nw .Mlexico). ( (NOTE; LS
Ecolo-y's facility 'in Beatn. Ne'ada. which formerlv ierved the Rocky Mountain rezional
;<ompact. closed as ef December 31. 1992.)

Chem-Nuclear s Barnaell LLW Disposal FaCility is located aLproximately tive miles *%est
ot Barnm ell. South Carolina. near the eastern boundary or the Saxannah River Site on ;(0) acres
.%( land '34 acres or total burial space) owned by the state of South Carolina.- This facility
is the lesiona!ed i:sposal sire for the Southeast Interstate Lov'.Level Radioactive Waste
Management Compact Alabama. Florida. Georgia. Mississippi. North Carolina. South Carolina.
Tennessee. and Virainav. Current disposal rates at Barnwell are S60.4?Ifr. with a 534ifty
surcharze for wastes from states within the southeast compact other than South Carolina. and
a S220: ft3 surcharge for wastes from states outside the southeast compact.' Thus. the Barnwell
facilitv could conceivably accept DOE's DU at the present time. for about S280.42/fO3.
However. Barnwell is accepting waste external to the southeast compact only until June 30.
1994. and is scheduled to cease operations as of January 1. 1996." As a result. this commercial
facilitv has also been eliminated from tunher consideration as a oorenrial'disposal site ror DOE'i
DU. since disposal of depleted 1C.O, is not eixpected to occu -or at least ten years.

Envirocare's LLW Disposal Facilitv in Clive ' Utah has been eliminated from further
consideration because it is limited to the disposal of low activitv waste material. The racilinys
radioactive material license from the Utah Department of Environmental Quality. Division of
Radiation Control (License No. UT 2300249) specifies the following maximum concentrations
in waste for disposal:

* Uranium-234: 37.000 pCilg

Uranium-235: 770 pCi.'g

* IUranium-238: 23.000 pCi/g

Depleted Uranium: I 10.000 pCiie

Since depleted uranmum oxide has a specific activity of 3 10.000 pCi/g,1 the Envirocare facility
would not currently be able to accept the DU for disposal. No cost data are aVailable for this
facility.

m Garv Young. US Ecology. Personal Cominunication with Douw Nishimoto. SAIC.
Mlarch '. 1993

n Jack Harrison. Chem-Nuclear. Personal Communication with Doue Nishimoto. SAIC.
February 16. 1993

o. Tom Kerr. Southeast Compact Mtanager. EG&G Idaho National LLW Program. Personal
Communication with Doue Nishimoro. SAIC. Mlarch 12. 1993.



6. DISPOSAL COSTS

This chapter prese.. .,t estimated costs tor disposing ot the DU as U[04 in DOE LLW and
RCRA mixed waste 0rIMW) disposal facilities. As discussed in Chapter 4 0. DL', in any form.
IS not defined as a RCRA waste However. to establish a %vorstrcase disposal cost estimate.
RCRA disposal costs were included as a part of this study In addition to the cost of disposing
the DU as UO1. the costs associated with disposal of calcium fluoride tCaF:j arc also included.
The CaF. is produeJ when HF. generated during the UF, to oxide conversion process. is
neutralized. Currently. relatively small quantities of HF produced during the conversion of UF,
to green salt (i.e., UFj) for defense program purposes are recovered and recycled back into the
process of converting natural uranium ore into UF,. As discussed further in Section 6.1. the HF
as slightlv c6ntaminated with uranium and is; therefore. a LLW not releasable to non-nuclear
markets. It is assumed for this study that all the HF generated during the conversion process
will be neutralized and disposed of as Cail'..-

Disposal costs were estimated for both the NTS and the Hanford Site to define a range of
present disposal costs at DOE-operated facilities. This range is assumed to represent reasonable
lower and upper bounds for costs associated with DU disposal. The range should also allow for
increased costs in the future. For example. the current rate structure at the NTS may be
changed to a direct. DOE-funded. full cost recovery program similar to those at other national
laboratories (e.g.. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory). The impact this will have on NTS'
urut disposal cost is not known at this time: it is assumed that the cost will increase. Therefore,
the higher rates charged at Hanford could reflect the potential impact of cost increases at the
NTS in the future.

As discussed in Chapter 5. the NTS is considered to be the most favorable existing DOE
location for disposal of the DU currently in storage at the GDPs. primarily for three reasons:
(1) lower disposal costs- (2) current WAC aliow the disposal of DU as U303; and. (3) the
Climatological. geological. and hydrogeological environment is very suitable for preventing any
migration of radionuclides to the eround water or the surface and atmosphere. The current rates
(SIO/ft3 for LLW: 536/ft3 for MP)v used in this study for the NTS are considerably lower than
:he corresponding rates charged at the Hanford Site- (S58.701ft' for LLW; $168.68/ft3 for
MW). 17" This is partially due to differences in volumes of waste handled.' The STS disposes
of approximately I million ft3 of LLW per year compared with approximately 300.000 ftO at
Hanford; therefore. economics of scale impact the unit cost charged to the generator.

Two cases were considered in assessing the costs of the U30. LLW disposal at NTS. First.
direct burial in below-grade trenches andlor craters and. secondly. disposal of the UOs in an
Above Grade Eairt Mounded Concrete Vault iAGEMCV).i9 The AGEMCV (see Figure 4)
concept allows for retrieval of the DU 70 to 100 years into the future if the DU can be

p. Max Doienc. Reynolds Electric & Engineering Co.. Inc.. Personal communication with
Tim Hertzler. SAIC. Mla", 6. 1993

q. N. P. Willis. Westinghouse Hanford Company. Personal communication with Tim Hertzler.
SAIC. lav 10. 1993
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econonmcally utlized in the breeder reactor program or tor teed stock fnr further enricniment
. V . ALIS feed) In the ciontext .- this reoort. a "retrievable disposal- optioncis one in %thich

the DU would be disposed in such a manncr .a to be relati'ely easy to retrieve in pure rorm !t
desired. 'et at the same time potentially meet ill clag-term lisposal criteria if retrieval in the
iuture i; rnot desired It should he noted that (he AGENICV Is only one ot many potentiai
.'ptuoni Tior retrievable d.:sr'sal 3cl% era3e %aults. burial in concrete o.erpacks. and. due to
'he ar:d zonuttions a.t NTS. drumm':d DU buried mn belov.-grade trenches craters ma\ provide
:etr!w~abld _.izpo Jl 'n eaenstve evalujinn to det.errnmne the 'est retrievable dilspsal option
',as not pertormed tor this report If retrievability is determined to he a high priorit
consideration. then it is recommended that a thorough evaluation of the options be performed.

6.1 Cost Estimate Objective and Approach

The objective of this chapter is to develop a comprehensive baseline disposal cost estimate
,A fifor comparison to other DU management options te.g.. Dl rmetal as shielding). To accomplish

dths 111 relevant disposal cost elements must bc considered--applying the at-site burial :harge'
per unit of mass or volume does not realistically represent the total disposal cos. The follost in
costs elements are ncluded in this report: 1t1 conversion to U.O0. 12) disposal container.
1 3) transportation. 14) environmentalssafetv documentation and permitting. and iS) direct burial
of the UL' iand the CaF.. In addition to these costs. engineering design. construction. and
operations costs are applied to the AGEMCV case. Cost estimates for RCRA .%IW disposal are
detailed separately from LLW disposal costs and also include a retrievable disposal case. The
cost data are based on the available literature. current low-level and mixed waste disposal
operations conducted at NTS and Hanford. telephone interviews. and vendor quotes.

The costs are presented for each cost element as total dollars and on a per unit basis of
dollars per kilogram uranium. All costs are presented in 1993 dollars even though it is
anticipated that the construction and operation of a conversion facility to convert the CF, intw
C-O, for disposal could not occur for at least 10 years.

The costs were developed using the following assumptions and data:

The as-packaged density of U30 is 2.7 e/cm3 (0.07646 MTr'ft'). which is 90% of the
compacted material density.

R 'MThe mass fra~tion of uranium (U) to U30, is 0 848.

The mass fraction of CaF. Generated to UF, input is 0.665 and the as-packaped density
of CaF. is I.2 Lcm' tO.03398 MTftV)

The CaF: is disposed of as a low-level waste -even though residual uranium
contaminat:on is vern low. as discussed below

The L-O, and CaF: are solidified to meet proposed Hanford LLWV WAC.
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Solidification of both the LO1 and the CaFW is assumed to be necessary at either DOE
site if ever UO, or CaF: are defined as MW.

Soliditication ot the C).. and the C3F: wvih any binding agent fe.e.. Portland cement.
Dolvethv'enei results in an increase in waste volume by a factor of [x o.

A S 0¢c waste loading by %eight is assumed :jr the solidification process.

Retrievable disposal %ill only be evaluated for unsolidified U,0.

Based on the data and assumptions noted here and earlier. the quantities of waste requiring
disposal are 5.570.000 fe (426.000 MT) of U01 and 10.450.000 ft' (355.000 NIT) of CaF:.
Solidification of these waste streams to meet site-specific WAC requirements at Hanford or for
RCRA treatnent will essentially double the volume of waste. approximately doubling the cost
of disposing of the DU. Some reduction of the disposal costs can possibly occur. as outlined
in the following discussion.

The CaF. produced from neutralization of the HF wvill have very low residual uranium
concentration--the HF from the French detluorinauon conversion process contains approximately
1 ppm uranium and has been noted in one reference to contain as low as 32 ppb.- Upon
neutralization, this residual uranium contamination is diluted significantly by the addition of
slake lime (CaO). Although there are no Below Regulatory Concern (BRC) limits establishing
when a waste can be disposed in a sanitary landfill, the EPA. NRC. and DOE continue to pursue
such standards, and these may allow this very low activity waste to be disposed of in such a
manner. Additionally, the cost of CaFz disposal may be avoided entirely if effective
decontamination and recycling of the HF is possible on a large-scale basis and free release limits
are established in the turure. Secondly. the CaF.. may only require Strong-Tight container
packaging rather than Tvpe A packaging per DOT regulation due to its very low activity.
Strong-Tiiht containers. whether drums or metal boxes. do not have to pass the same strict
quality assurance requirements that Type A packages do. Therefore. less costly DOT 17E
drums tS26.355) may replace the DOT 11C drums tS50.00)' used inl thi. study for the CaF:
waste.

The cost of converting the UF6 to U30P provided in this report was obtained directly from
a previous study performed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems. Inc., (MMES) in 1991.' Costs
associated with continued UF6 cylinder maintenance and U308/CaF. disposal HVere not tus'd
because the scope of work for this report required that costs be estimated as if the processing
could occur immediately, thus continued maintenance of UFs cylinders is not applicable
The cost for disposal of the U3ON and CaF. was based on current information supplied by the
disposal facilities li.e; NTS. Hanford). comnmercial shippers. and container manufacturers
Decontamination and decommissioning costs were not included because they are not part of the
cost bases for other ilternatives. and the purpose of this report is to provtde costs Pr
comparison with those of other options. IFor example. the U meal disposal option

r Idaho National Enuineerinz Laboratory Stores Warehouse. Personal Communication . ith
T:m Hertzler. SAIC. March. 1993.
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tAppendix A) and DU rec':le alternatives do not inclde D&D costs for the U'F. to U metal
zonversion facility I

6.2 Conversion Costs

The .NIMES study established the costs (in' 1992 dollars) for twvo scenarios:

l Base Case %xuth HF re-sale
'. Base Case with HF neutralizationwCaF: C.!posal.

The co'st data for the second case were reviewed and the costs directly applicable to the
conversion process were excracted and used in this report: these cost data are listed below. The
costs include the base case value plus che expected increase for HF -neutralization without
contingency. The .MMES work breakdown structure (WBS' number is included for reference
purposes.

Conversion Costs Elements:

l. Interim storage facility construction (WBS 1.5.1.2)

'2. Feed' and cylinder handling facility (WBS 1.5.1.3.1)

$1S0 M

S 17M

3. Conversion and waste handlinQ facilities (WBS 1.5.1.3.2)
[includes S76M base case + S27M for HF neutralization]

4. 'z"iport facilities (WBS 1.5.1.3.3)

5. _onstruction manager fee (WBS 1.5.1.3.4.1)
(includes 517M base case + S4M for HF neutralization)

$103 M '

S 11 M

- S 21W

6. Construction support (WVBS 1.5.1.3.4.2)
(includes SlOM base case + S3M for HF neutralization)

7. 'Program planning (WBS 1.5.1.3.4.3)
[includes S12M base case + 52M for HF neutralization]

8. Design and Title III (WBS 1.5.1.3.4.4)'
[this includes S1SM base case + $2M for HF neutralization]

9 Conversion operations IWBS 1.5.1-3.5)
(this includes S36M base case + S53.M far HF neutralization]

- S 13 M- -

$ 14 M

S 17 M

$295 :,

The conversion and ancillary tacilities were sized to handle a base case throuqhput of
35.000 NITU in five years Dividing the total estimated cost of S295M by the process
throughput rate results in a unit conversion cost of $8.40/kgU. Assuming that this unit cost
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applies to conversion of the entire inventory of UF,, without regard to cost reduction due to
economies of scale. the COSt of converting the 361.000 SITU stored at the GDPs *would be
approximately S3.0 billion

6.3 LLW Shallow-Land Burial Costs

Tne NTS LLWV disposal costs are currently established at S10 per cubic foot of %waste: the
Hanford Site charges Si8.70 per cubic foot. These costs include the excavation of disposal
trenches. handling and placement of as-received waste containers that meet the respective
WACs. and operational and post-operational monitoring costs. For the U30, and CaF:. the
disposal container is considered to be a DOT approved 17C open head steel drum. DOT 17C
drums are qualified .is Type A containers. Transport of drummed material via both truck and
railroad was assessed. Under the Hanford disposal case, it was assumed that the material would
be solidi led at the point of conversion. thus incurring additional transportation costs. The
environrnental compliance and safety costs (e.g.. ElS. PSD/PTC. Safety Analysis Report (SAR)i
wvere estimated and assumed to be the same for shallow land burial at either disposal site.

6.3.1 Disposal Container Cost

Disposal container costs are significant, especially if a retrievable disposal option such as
an AGEMCV is used. The cost of construction of an AGEMCV depends on the volume of
disposal space required to contain the total inventory of DU. Efficient packaging and stacking
(i.e.. minimization of void volume) are not only significant for savings in capital costs of
construction. but are key factors in the longevity and radiological performance assessment of the
disposal unit.

6.3.1.1 MTS Disposal

It is assumed that ihe compacted U30O from the conversion facility will meet NTS WAC
requirements for fines as discussed inSection 5.1.1.2. Therefore. no overpack drums le.g.. 83
or 85 gallon drumsi are assumed to be necessary nor is solidifi-ation of the U130 prior to burial
assumed to be necessary. The cost of 208-liter (S5-gallon) 17C drums is 550 per drum.' and
the number of drums required to dispose of the inventory of U30, is - 818.000. The number
of drums required for disposal of the inventory of CaF. is estimated to be - 1.412.000 based
on the low packaging density of the material (1.2 g/cm3). The total costs for the U301 and CaF
disposal containers are S40.9 and S70.6 million. respectively. This is a disposal container cost
of approximately S0. 1l/kgU for the U305 and $0.20/kgU for the CaF'. Table 10 provides cost
breakdowns for each disposal cost element for the NTS as well as the Hanford Site.

6.3.1.2 Hanford Disposal

For the disposal of tatO., which is a Category 3 waste per Hanford Site classification limits
provided in Table 9. solidification will be necessary. This will result in an approximate
doubling of the disposal volume and associated disposal costs over that of the NTS option. As
discussed in Section 6.1 above. the low levels of uranium in the CaF. should qualify this waste
stream as a Category I waste per the Hanford WA,- and the requirement of solidification may
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not appo' Huv ever. tor a ooundini case. solidiriCauion is assumed to be n:cessarv for the CaF-
as *eii .is the L.0 Therefore. the total .o(ume of UAO4 ro be disposed of ill increase to
11. A40.000 cubic reec. and the CaF. '. iume Aould increase to '0.900.0 cubic :eeu. Based
.n these *olumes. (he total container costs ire SSI 8 million (SO 23.ke* for the (.'0O, and
S141 u million 60 319 UL' feor :ne CaF.

6.3.2 Transportation Cost

Railroad transpon et DI: to :he NTS is not a *iable alternautive since no raiilroad spur
clendine freom a main line (rack to NTS exists. Therefore. only transportation by truck was
estimated for disposal .t NTS. Both rail and truck transportation are viable alternatives tor
silhpping the DU and CaF. to the Hanford site. Cost estimates for the transport of radioact:ve
materials %%ere obtained from Ebasco Inc.' and Ranger Transportation.' a certified hazardous
materials transportation company. Railroad transport cost to Hanford. WA were based on 1991
figures developed by Ebasco Servicesk and reported by Norfolk Southern Railroad. The 1991
prices %%ere adjusted to 1993 dollars using a 41% inflation rate. -The number of truck or rail car
loads required 'z transport all the wastes to the disposal sites was estimated based on a truck or
rail car rated %%eistht capacity and a total acceptable drum weight at NTS of 1.200 pounds.':

6.3.2.1 NTS Disposal

Truckinz costs to NTS were reported to be 52.800. S2.700. and S2.350 per truck load from
Piketoo, Oak Ridge. and Paducah. respectivcly.' To estimate the cost for transporting the
uranium oxide (U10,) and CaF. waste to NTS. the total number of truck loads required was
calculated based on a weight limit of 42,000 lbs per truck. The resulting capacity, per truck.
of UJOq, packaged in 17C drums. is 15.5 MTU. Thus, the total number of truck loads required
to transport the 361.000 MTU is -23.300. As a bounding case. the trucking cost from
Piketon. OH. to NTS, i.e.. S2.300 per trip) was used .or. 11 shlpmencs. The transportation cos:
was estimated to be 3 0 18/ke, or 365.2 million total for the U30q. For the CaF:. the mass per
trucKload is 17.b tonnes. therefore. - 20.00 truckloads would be required. At
52.O0 truckload. the cost of shipping the CaF. :o NTS will be 556.6 million or approximately
50. 16i kidU.;

6.3.2.2 Hanford Disposal

Costs for truck transport of the material from Pikecton. Ohio to the HanforA Site were quoted
at 52.900 per truck load.' whii: rail shipments were estimated to be S12.980 per 100-con flatcar.'
Since the proposed Hanford waste acceptance limits require the 1130, to be solidified pnor to
disposal. it was assumed thaE the solidification would occur at the point of conversion. Also it

Garv Kenison. Ebasco Inc.. Personal Communication with Tim Hertzier. SAIC
.larch. 1993.

c. Jeff Baker. Ranger Tranmportation. Personal Communication with Tim Hertzler. SAIC.
April 5. 1993.
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%%as assumed. as a worst case. that it would be necessary to solidify the CaF. prior to transport.
Therefore. the total volume of * aste transported was increased bv a factor of two.

The tot31 trucking cost to Hanrord. taking into account the volume increase of solidtitcatuon
and the truck capacity. is S135 3 million for (he U-01 and SI 17 0 million for the CaF. The cost
per kiloeram of uranium is S0.38 and 50 32 for the L:O, and CaF:. respectively.

For rail transport. a !00-ton flat car is capable of carrying approximately 37; ITC of
solidified lAO. To transport the 361.000 MITU of DU 'would require -9.800 flat cars. Thus.
the total cost for railroad transport of the L'1O, was calculated to be S127 million (SO.'5 kgU)
The nlat car capacity of CaF. is approximately 41 0 torines. which translates into - 8.600 rall
cars being needed to transport the total inventory of CaF:. A cost of SIl l million iS0.3 I. kz)
w as calculated for rail shipment of the CaF. to Hanford.

6.3.3 Burial Cost

: 6.3.3.1 N'TS Disposal

The NTS has established different rates for DOE versus non-DOE generators sending
low-level waste for disposal. The rate of SIO/ft is charged to DOE generators and is not a full
cost recovery rate. For full cost recovery, an increase of approximately 19% is added to the
DOE rate and charged to the non-DOE generators (i.e.. Sll.90Ift3). - As discussed in
Chapters 5.0 and 6.0, the NTS is negotiating with the DOE and the Inspector General (IG) to
restructure the rate charges for management and operation, of the NTS disposal sites.- The
impact of rate restructuring is not known at this time. therefore the current DOE rate of S10/ft"
is used here.

At S10 per cubic foot. the disposal of 5.570.000 cubic feet of U3 0, will cost 555.7 million.
The unit cost for burial is therefore SO.15/keU. excludine any costs of transportation. packaging
and handling, or conversion prior to reaching the disposal site. This cost does not include a
potential increase in cost of burial if the DU is required to be buried at- a greater depth than
current LLW shallow-land burial practices at NTS. As noted in section 5.1.i:2. the'NTS.
performance assessment criteria may require the DU to be buried at a greater depth to meet
NESHAP radon emission limits 3f 10 pCilmn-s. If increased burial depth is necessary based on
radiological modeling, the depth of cover will increase from I 'm to approximately 15 m. The
cost impact. if any. related to this increased depth of burial is not known at this time. -

For the CiF. (10.450.000ftW). the cost of handling and burial at NTS will be approximatel.
S104.5 million or 50.29/kgU.

6.3.3.2 Hanford Disposal

With the Hanford disposal rate currently at S58.70 per cubic foot. the cost of disposing the
DlU. after solidification. would be S654.0 million or SI.8lik:gC. This is a 12-fold incrt.. c 'er
that of NTS disposal. If the CaF: is also disposed at Hanford and the-same-restrictions appl%
oi e . solidification to meet fines requirements). it will cost approximately S1.23 billion "o

53 40.k2C. This brinas the total cost for disposing of the DU and the main byproduct stream
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iCaF j to 55.2 1. k}U for burial charges alone. excluding the cost of containers, transportation.
etc. It is apparent that it is important to characterize. treat. and/or compact the CaF. to decrease
the %olume needing disposal. or to recycle th.e [IF to decrease the economic impact to the overall
DE disposal option.

6.3.4 Environmental Compliance Costs

Numerous Federal environmental statutes regulate the disposal of LL'."'. The primary
statutes that *would apply to DU. if in the ruture the DU is considered. a waste destined for
disposal. are the following: (1) AEA. (2) NEPA. (3) CAA. (4),CWA. (5) Safe Drinking Water
Act (SDWAI. and (6) Hazardous Materials Transportation Act.. The DOE. NRC. and other
governmnent agencies are required to regulate the disposal of radioactive waste in such a way as
to ensure compliance with the various controlling statutes. Specific DOE and NRC orders and
policies were presented and discussed in Chapter 4.

The costs associated with environmental compliance begin during the conceptual design
phase of a disposal facility with the initiauon of the site selection. pre-operational monitoring;
and NEPA review processes. DOE Order 5400.1. General Environmental Prorecrion Program.
specifies that pre-operational monitoring activities should begin not less than one year. and
preferably two years,. prior to construction and start-up. The baseline data generated during
pre-operational monitoring will be used -in developing NEPA review documents. NEPA
documents required for DU disposal considered for this report are all supporting documents
(e.g. environmental checklist, action description memorandum. etc.) leading up to and including
an EIS. In addition. costs associated with air permit requirements under the CAA and
environmental safety and health (ES&H) requirements are included as environmental compliance
costs. The three primary cost elements associated with the CAA and ES&H are the PSD and
PTC review and permit processes under the CAA and the SAR identified in DOE 5481.IB.

Currently. EG&G Idaho. Inc. is in the conceptual design phase of developing a LLW/MW
disposal facility at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The envisioned disposal
facility would be a RCRA-approved facility capable of receiving and disposing of both LLW and
MW in separate disposal cells. EG&G's estimated cost for the environmental compliance
requirements for a LLW/MW facility is approximately SI11 million.u The environmental
compliance costs for DU disposal were scaled down from the INEL estimates since MW cost
elements would not be included.. The resulting environmental and safety compliance costs are
assumed to be $9 million, or SO.02/kgU for DU disposal.

6.4 Retrievable Disposal

Since DU may have value in the future as either feedstock for the AVLIS enrichment
process or core and blanket material for the liquid metal fast breeder reactor technology. the
potential for disposal in such a wav as to permit retrievability was evaluated. Several alternative
disposal concepts for LLW were reviewed in developing a possible retrievable disposal option.

u. vlary, Joreenson Waters. EG&G Inc.. Personal Communication with Tim Hertzler. SAIC.
March. 1993.
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Studies performed in 1986 through 1989 by mne National :Low-Leel and Defense Low-Lovel
Waste programs pro% ided intornation on %aste disposal Alternatiyes ranging from below grade
burial to above erade vaults and sjrijiuots Ln betmeeii. The AGENICV. which incorporates
favorable characteristics of bbth above and below grade disposal vault options. was used for
establishing a pretaminary cot estimate tor the retrievable disposal strategy

The AGEMCV concept for LLWV dispobal consists or ind:',idual disposal vaults. constructed
usinr hw:h-arade Tfipe V portland cement. siruated above Trade and abo'e the probable
maximum flood plain. Using a bridge crane and speciall debigned handling hardware
(because no external lifting hardware projects from the LLW box). a treated and grouted waste
is placed in a tight monolithic stack without any void volume. As the vault, is filled. an
impervious membrane is placed on the waste stack and a concrete roof slab is poured on top.
The solidified LLW supports the roof slab.,.while an overlying earthen cap prevents the future
subsidence and resulting water infiltratton typically associated with non-treated waste bunal.
The final closure ot the 'ault is to co'er it with an impervious membrane And a multi-layered
earthen cover specifically designed to prevent water infiltration. erosion. or inadvertent intruder
penetration.'

A radiological performance assessment was performed cy Rogers and -Associates
Engineenring Corporation' in 1989 on the LLW .AGENICV being evaluated at the INEL. The
assessment concluded that the concrete vault would last 5000 years and the solidified waste form
would not begin to deteriorate until then. The solidified inorganic waste form and the design
of the vault with essentially no void volume were the most significant factors in thce performance
assessment risults. Two significant differences will exist between the design. construction. and
radiological performance of an AGEMCV for LLW versus DU disposal: (1) the DU would not
be in a solidified form and (2) the void volume resulting from disposal of DU in drums would
allow subsidence and water infiltration and leachine beyond that analyzed for LLWV. Without
solidification of the DUl or 100l% stacking efficiency. the performance af the dispobai unit would
be significantlv differemn than that of the LLW AGEMCV analyzed by Rogers and Associates.
Therefore. if the retrievable disposal vault approach is considered. additional investization and
assessments would be required.

The cost estimates for the engineenne design. construction. and operation of the AGEMICV
concept were developed using data from Application of Erisring Low-Leve'Waste Technology
Offers 17-to-I Volume Reduction and Enhanced Disposal at Low Cost.:9 modified to best fit the
scenario for the DU disposal.

6.4.1 Environmental Compliance Costs

The environmental compliance costs for the retrievable disposal case are considered here
to be the same as those developed for the shallow-land disposal option detailed in Section 6 3 4.
namelv S9 million or SO.02.1k2L.
6.4.1 Design and Construction Costs

Th.- cost tor the enzineerine design and construction of the AGEIMC's for DU disposal
developed in this report is oased on the conceptual design of the LLW disposal facility evaluated
at the INEL. The vcnceptual cost estimate developed by EG&G included engineering destgn ad
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inspection through Title 11 design. direct and indirect construction costs. construction
management and project administration. and a 25% contingency. These cost data were
considered representative for preliminary Cot estEimates applicable to retrievable disposal of thE
DU -t the N T S

Considerniz the 'oid volume _ - 35c) in a tault resulting from the use of 208-liter drums
as the disposal containers and the total volume of D( as (X' O.. construction of 35 AGEIMCV-s
-'68.000 ft; vaulti, as a minimum. would be required. In 1988. the cost to design and

construct three %aulrs was calculated to be S9 million. Mlodifying this cost to 1993 dollars at
an inflation rate of 4%5 and increasing the cost for quality assurance iQA). assumed (o be a
(actor. of two. for construction of concrete structures meeting applicable nuclear safety
requirements yields a cost of approximately 57.3 million per vault. Therefore. the total present
cost to design and construct 35 vaults for disposing of the 5.570,000 cubic feet of oxide at the
NTS is estimated to be S255 5 million (S0.71ikigU).

6.4.3 Operational Costs

Operational costs for the retnevable disposal of DU are assumed to be the same as those
associated with the current LLW activities conducted at NTS (i.e.. S10/ftr). The burial of LLW
involves the same receiving, handling. monitoring, and backfilling activities as would be
required for retrievable disposal. Therefore. as a preliminary estimate. the operational cost for
NTS disposal in an AGEMICV is S55.7 million or SO. 15/kgU.

Costs for conversion of the UF6 to U305. disposal containers, transportation, and burial of CaF.
are the same as those reported in Section 6.3 for the shallow-land burial alternative at NTS.
Total cost estimates for retrievable disposal are given in Table 11.

Table 11. Retrievable Disposal Cost Estimates

Cost-Element NSI L

Conversion to U30, S 3.0 B

Disposal Containers 111.5 M1

Transportation 121.8 M

Operation & Maintenance 160.2 M

Enviro nmental Compliance 9.0 M

Design &: Construction M55.5 !

Total S 3.7 B (10.251kgU)
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6.5 RCRA Disposal Costs

Althoueh DL is not now. and may never be. considered a RCRA waste. a disposal cost
estimate :s provided as a worsz-case cost scenario. In no way should the esmblishmnem ot a
RCRA disposal cost estimate in this stdv be construed as an acknowledgement by the DOE that
:hc DU :s or "ill ever be defined as a RCRP, waste. As discussed In Chaptr 4 0. DU 15
defined as a sourCe material under the AEA and is exempt from RCRA regulations. Even if the
UF. %%ere declared a hazardous waste due to reactivity. the conversion products U, 1O and CaF:)
w.ould no longer exhibit this characteristic and would not. therefore. be considered a hazardous
was:e.

RCRA disposal estimates provided here are based on the disposal charges quoted by waste
management personnel at NTS and Hanford. A! the present Lune. both DOE sites are pursuing
the establishment of RCRA-cerntied sub-surface disposal units. A RCRA-cerified disposal unit
is required to have an impermeable liner and leachate collection system. Currently. Hanford is
the onlv site of the two that has received-approval to construct a RCRA disposal unit:' NTS is
in the process of gaining approval from the State of Nevada.

The costs quoted for mixed waste handling and disposal at the NTS and Hanford are
S36!ft' ' and S168.68ft' 4, respectively. The costs arc reported to cover handling, disposal, pre-
and post-operational monitoring, and interim storage and closure costs associated with mixed
waste disposal. Conversion costs have been in-creased by S2.0 billion to account for added
expenses associated with the construction and operation of a generic RCRA treatment process
since there is no defined hazard associated with the U,0j or CaF..

6.5.1 NTS Disposal

For the disposal of both the U10 and the CaF. at NTS. the cost would be approximately
S1.7 billion or S4.7li'kgU, excluding the cost to convert and treat. Inclusion of the conversion
and generic treatment costs increases the total dollars to S6.7 billion or 518.56(kgU., This
rough-order-ot-magnitude (ROM) cost compares with the $3.4 billion (S9 5WUk ';) for LLW
disposal in Table 10. RCRA disposal costs along with LLW disposal costs are snummarized in
Table 12.

6.5.2 Hanford Disposal

The ROM cost for disposing of the U,'0 and CaF. at Hanford is S10.i .jl<?A r
S30 19/kgU inclusive of conversion. treatment. transport. burial, environmental compliance. and
disposal containers. Essentially. there is no sienificant difference between truck or rail transport
cost at the ROM level of accuracy detailed here.

v Eric Erpenbeck, Westinghouse Hanford. Personal Comnnunication with Tim Hertzler. SAIC.
Nlav. 1993
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Table 12 Disposal Costs Summary - 1993 Dollars4

Tvpe of D2isposal VTS 1hnior

LLW Shallow-Und Burial.
Conversion to l0'.O
Disposal Costs
Total Costs

S; 0 B
5i4;M

;.4 4 tS9 50 kgU)

S3.0 B
S5.4 B
S5.4B iikst~lk)

AGEMICV LLW Disposal.'
Conversion to U:,0t
Disposal Casts
Total Costs

S3 0 B
S653 51 U
S3.7 B (S 10 25ikSU)

t.-I

RCRA Disposal:
Conversion to UO,"
Disposal Costs
Total Costs

S5.0 B

S6.7 B (Sig S61gU)

S5.0 5
51.2 B..
S 10.9 B (S30.1914U)

a. ROM costs onlry.
b. Retrievable disposal evaluamed for NTS only.
c. RCRA disposal included only as a worst-case cost scenario. It is not dnticipazed that

either the U10, or the CaF, could ever be regulated as a hazardous waste.
d. Conversion costis have been increased by S2.0 B to account for added expense associated

with a generic RCRA treatment process.

6.6 Disposal Cost Summ.nries

6.6.1 NTS Disposal

The total cost estimated for direct LLW disposal of the DU as U30s and the CaF, at the
NTS is S3.4 billion (S9.50/k gU) in 1993 dollars. (see Table 12). The cost for LLW disposal in
an AGEMCV facility at NTS will include the same costs as the direct burial option plus
engineering design, construcaion. and operating costs. Therefore, the total estimated cost for
the retrievable disposal option is $3.4 billion plus S256 million or $3.7 billion (S10.25/keU)
These total and unit costs included the cost of conversion and all related disposal costs as
detailed in previous sections.

The ROM cost for RCRA disposal of the )',O and CaF, based on NTS cost elements total
*S6.7 billion (518.56AkRU). including conversion and a generic treatment process.
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6.5.2 Hanford Disposal

For direct LLW disposal at the Hantord site. the cost Is S5.4 billion Sli.kgLX .is presented
:n Table 12. No cost for retrevable disposal is listed since rctrieving the (h-O4 from a iolidifted

Waste rorm is assumea for this repon rt be infeasible. F&r RCRrA disposal at H4inror:. thte

ROM c.!st estimxae :s SIO 9 billion tS3O 19 kg i. including zonversion and treatment cobts
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7. DEPLETED MRNIUM DISPOSAL ISSUES

This chapter briefly summarizes some of the major issues that will need to be examined in
greater depth to fully evaluate disposal as a management alternative for DOE's inventory of DU'.
The tollowing issues have been udcntifted to dawe as warranting further srudv

Secondary disposal alternatives. such as disposal of L';O. in abandoned uranium mines
and in existing uranium mill tailings impoundments. artd disposal of uranium metal As
shielding in hivh-level waste:spent fuel containers.

Ongoing negotiations between DOE and Ohio EPA concerning the applicability of
hazardous waste regulations to DlU.

Projected demandluses for DU and the relative merit o: maintaining DOE's supply of
DU as a potential resource (e.g.. retrievable storage.d sposaliuset for future projects.
such as the breeder reactor program.

Costs and time frames necessary for establishing domestic capability for converting
UFR to U'301 . This will impact disposal cost estimates

Comparison of disposal options with other DU mana'gement alternatives. such as
long-term storage as either U30 or UF6, or use as retrrevable shielding.

Elaboration of NTS-specific disposal factors, such a, depth of burial. retrievability of
directly buried drums. selection of Area 3 or Area . as the preferred disposal location.
and any future impacts as a result of NTS's ongoing site-specific radiological
performance as.sssments.

Clearer definition I. envirn'-:.cnral documentation/permitting needs and their
associated costs at INTS based on the above elaboration of NTS-specific disposal
factors.

. Feasibility of retrievable disposal in terms of the optimum alternative, disposal
packaging, and performance criteria. Cost estimates for retrievable di~sposal depend
on determination of these parameters. As part of this effort. it should be determined
whether direct burial of DU drums at the NTS warrants consideration as a retrievable
disposal option.
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APPENDIX A

COMPARATIVE ECONOMICS OF DISPOSING DU AS U NETAL

As sta ad in Section 3.2. the preferred chemical form for disposal. used as the reference
case in this report. was UON. ' However. the selection of U0 10 does not preclude disposal in
another fonm if it can be shown that the environmental. regulatory. and economic factors are
more favorable. Therefore. in response to review comments received or. the draft report issued
in September of 1993. this Appendix has been added to provide an initial economic comparison
between disposal of the DlU as U301 and as U metal. Of the alternative forms. DU mcsWl is the
most volumetrically efficient form for disposal. Its high density significantly reduces the volume
of material. which may provide economic benefits over disposal as an oxide. The regulatory
aspects of U metal disposal are more ambiguous: however. the U.S. Army has previously
disposed of bulk U metal from their military programs at the Nevada Test Site (N4TS).' " Based
on this precedent. It is assumed that bulk U metal can be an acceptable waste form for disposal.
Howevcr.- it-is- expected- that-a s itespeciic performance assessment will be required to quanty
the risk associated with disposal of the very large amounts of U metal that will be generated
from the conversion of the current ihventory of UF,. Environmentally. U metal oxidizes fairly
rapidly into oxides of uranium te.g.. 110, and U30,) and is. therefore. in a less stable state than
U1° from the onset of disposal. Although the regulatory and environmenta aspects are less
easily quantified, the basic economics of conversion, packaging. transportation. and burial of
the U metal can be estimated based on current data. This Appendix reports these estimated
costs.

To parallel the approach taken for disposal of the DU as U101, the same cost elements are
applied to the U metal disposal scenario: (1) costs for conversion of UF6 to U metal.
(2) disposal container cost. {3) transportation costs. (4) environmental/safety documentation and
permitting costs. and (5) burial costs for the direct burial of the U metal and secondary waste
products. Only LLW disposal at the NTS is considered in this evaluation since the Army
established a precedent for acceptance of DU metal at the NTS. The costs are presented for
each cost element as total dollars and on a per unit basis (dollars per kilogram uranium) to
parallel the costs given in Chapter 6 of this report. Table Al shows the costs associated with
each cost element for DU metal disposal: these costs can be directly compared to Table 10
values established for NTS disposal of U3,0 (see Chapter 6). A description of how each of these
costs were developed follows here.

a. B. Moyer. Aberdeen Proving Ground. personal communication with T. Hertzler. SAIC.
March 29. 1994

b. H. Grew=ng and J. Frischkorn. Babcock & Wilcox. personal communications with T
Hertzler. SAIC. March 1994.
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Table AlI. Cost Estimates (or Low-Level Waste Disposal of DlU as 1 Netal at XTS

Cast Element

Stream Conversion Containers rmnsport
Environmental

Burial Compliance

L: Meal S3 61 B S46 7 %I S56.1 M S15 4 M1 . S9.0 NI
S1 00 kSr 0l SO013US SO l6,k3l SO.4.kgL .- SO.0:k!' 1

S3.74 B
- $10.35 kgsU

'IgF ... S19 1 Mt
SO.05,kgl'

529.1 M4
$0.08, kgU

S28.3 NI
S.081kgj

na

a .

naHF -S87 O.M'
icrediti ISO.24IkSgU)

S76

SO..

(SO.:

i.5M6.kt .M

7.0 M)

r4 IL; U)
- . :

73 B
32kSI.'

Subtotal 53 5 9 S65 8 M - SBS. M S43 7 I S9.0 M S3
S9 76,kgl SO.18.kgU SO.34*kg SO.12;kgU S.02.k0gL' S10.

a. Conversion cost applies to r metal onlv .not waste stream specftl.
b No costs for contaners or transport or the HF to Allied Signal included in this evaluation.
c. HF re-sale credit applied to conversion costs.

.,

A.1 Conversion Process and Costs

A.1.1 Conversion Process and Mass Balance

The conventional conversion process: commonly known as the ".Ames" process. employed
for UF, reduction to U metal is performed in two steps: the UF6 is converted to UF, (greensalt)
using a hydrogen reduction reaction and fthen the UFJ is converted-.to U metal using a batch
chermite reduction reaction.," The first reduction reaction (Reaction I below) is typically

performed in a flame tower using pare hydrogen gas (H.) as the reactant. The solid UP 6 in the
existing storage cylinders is heated under pressure to form gaseous UF6 . This UF, gas is fed
into the flame tower along with H.. The reduction reaction results in production of an
anhydrous hydrogen fluoride (HF) gas and the UF, product. which is the feed for the second
reduction reaction step. The second reduction process involves blending the UF, with a high
grade of chipped magnesium and applying heat to initiate the, second reduction reaction
(Reactior. 2 below). The reaction ignition temperature is nominally 1.080F. Once initiated.

c J Ellis. Sequoyah FuelsCorporation. personal communication with T. Hertzler. SAIC.
April 1993.

d. W Christian. Aerojet Ordnance Tennessee. personal communication with T. Heerzler. SAIC.
Mav 1993.
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the spontaneous exothernic reaction is sufficient to reduce the reactants to molten urangtm metal
and maenesium fluoride i NfiF The higher density uranium collects in the bottom ot the vesscl
and the lighter MlgF: accumulates 'on (he nop The uranium metal derby removed from the
reaction vessel would be the tiranium form expected to be dispcsed of at the XTS. along with
the secondary % aste product N12F:

Reaction I C F, - H. = UF - 2HF.
Reaction 2 CFF - 2Mg 1: metal '.[gF:

Based on the Ames process. a stoichiornetncr mass balance was performed to define tht mzss
relationships between inputs. reactants. intermediates. and products. The resulting mass
fractions (i.e.. unit mass products per mass of feedi are listed in Table A".

The mosst important results from the mass balance are the quantities of anhydrous HF. U
metal. and MgF: produced from the UF., input. Stoichiometrically. for every kilogram of UF.
input into the process 0 114 kgz it HF. 0 676 ka of C metal. and O 354 kii of MgF. Will be
produced. Assuming the total mnsentorv of 5.4.O0O MT or L'F. is fed to the conversion process.
the resulting quantities of HF. uranium metal. and secondar %waste would be 60.800 MT.
361.000 M1T and IS9.000 MT respectively.

A.I.2 Conversion Costs

Conversion Costs

Conversion costs have been reported in several preliminary scoping reports and

Table A2. Depleted iUranium Stoichiometric Mass Balanve

Inout Dl: Ns LTF,. I mass anit Xs 1C metal. I mass unit

Reactants

H. 0.00574 0.00849

Mg 0 138 0.204

Intennediates

UF, 0 892 1.319

HF 0 114 0.168

Products

%lgF O334 )I52 6

U-'38 0 676
i metal)



presentations on n-ork perfonned to date in support or the DU recycle program. The
conversioncosts reported by vendors and those estimated or obtained from previous conversion
activities within DOE varied'from a low of S8.80/1keU to a high or S22.00/kgU.1. Some of
these quotes covered both the conversion operations and the disposal of secondary waste
materials ai l . INF-i in a sanitary landfill. Howeuer. as noted above. it is assumed for this
assessment that the MeF. will need to be disposed of in a LLW disposal tacflity. The higher
conversion costs reported were based on tincertainties of specitic work requirements. quality of
feed virterials,;and .isposal of the bxpr'.Juct and waste forms. To account for the'variability
in prices quoted'and the uncertainties of actual costs in the future. S10.00/;gU is assumed to be
the.cost of conversion of the UF,, to U metal without MeF: waste disposal or re'sale of the
anhydrous HF byproduct. At S10.00/keU, the cost to convert the 534.000 MT of UFA to
361.000 SIT of U metal will be S3.61 billion. The disposal costs associated with the MgF. and
credit for HF re-sale are estimated below and factored into the net costs for converting and
disposing of the DU reserves within the DOE complex.

A.2 AnhAdrous HF Re-Sale

As indicated above.- the intermediate product of the Ames process is anhydrous HIF. This
HF is valuable and can be recycled back into production of UFE from natural uranium ore for
feedstock to the gaseous diffusion process. Allied Signal Inc.. a prinary uranium ore conversion
company. currently recycles the anhydrous HF recovered from existing UF 6 to UF, conversion
processes.3.c Re-sale value for this material has been reported to range between Sl.00 to Sl.43
per kilogram.irn The value of S1.43/kg HF was used in this evaluation because it has been used
in other reports generated for the DOE DU recycle program. However. if container charges and
transportation costs for shipping the HF to Allied Signal were not considered in that preliminary
evaluation. the total credit resulting from the re-sale of the HF may be considerably less.

HF Recycle Assumptions:

The mass of HF generated for re-sale is 60,800 MT

Re-sale value of HF is S1.43/kg HF

No container or shipping charges to Allied Signal are considered

Based on these assumptions. the credit for anhydrous HF re-sale is S87.000.000 or
50.24* kg U. Essentially. re-sale of the HF will pay for the costs of disposing of the secondary
waste sF, as detailed below. with a S10.5 million credit allowance remaining

e.' M. Lundberg. Manufacturing Science Corporation. personal communication with T. Hertzler.
SAIC. June 1993.

f B. Quapp. EG&G Idaho Inc.. personal communication with T Hertzler. SAIC. March 1994
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A.3 MgF. Disposal Costs

Currently. commercial uranium conversion and fabrication facilities (e. g.. AcrojeC Ordnance
Tennessee - AOT) au licensed by the NRC to dispose of the MgF. in a sanitary landrill if the
residual radioactivity is less than 35 pCi;gA' It is not known if the tull-scale conversion and
fabrication of spent nuclear fuel containers with the subsequent high mass of MgF: (i.e.. 189.000
MT) could still be disposed of in this manner. It is assumed for this Appendix that the large
mass of NNF. would need to be disposed of as LLW instead. This parallels the assumption and
cost estimations made for the CaF. resulting from the conversion of UF6 to UOs in the body of
this report.

This material may be disposed of by itself or with the U. metal in the void volume around
the cylindrical derbies. Preliminary calculations indicate that disposal with the U metal.
although initially appearing to be more cost effective. actually may cost slightly more. This is
primarily due to the higher unit cost per volume of MgF. for the containers (i.e.. drums. vS.
metal boxes) and the NTS burial rates charged for drummed MgF. versus boxed U mecal/MgF.
t i.e.. S IOft' for drummed WgF, vs. S15/ft 3 for boxed U metal/MgF.). Therefore. the disposal
costs shown in Table Al are based on separate disposal of the MgF: and U metal.'

The individual costs for containers. transport, and burial were calculated using the same
approach as' taken in Chapter 6 of this report. Assumptions and data used co estimate the cost
for disposing the MgF, are:

The mass of MgF. for disposal is 189,000 MT.

Waste packages are considered to be 208-liter 17C metal drums costing SSO.00 each.

Transportation to the NTS-

- Is by truck from the point of conversion
Point of conversion is assumed to be Piketon. OH
Cost to transport is S2800.00 per truckload
Weight limit per truckload is 42.000 lbs.

* Burial operations at NTS cost $10/Wf for the MgF :

Environmental compliance costs are included in the U metal disposal costs, as shown
in Table Al

As-packaged density of MgF: is 75% of theoretical dcnsity or 147.0 lbs/ftO

The calculated cost to dispose of the N1gF. at the NT1. i * 500 .O0 or SO.21/kgU. This
c vst includes purchase of the drums. transportation to the ' . am Piketon. OH. and burial
of the drummed MeF . Table Al shows the cost breakdc, ich of these cost elements.
along with U metal disposal n.1 HF re-sale.
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- A.4 DU Metal Disposal Costs

Currently. the DU metal derby resulting from the Ames process is a right circular cylinder
- 13 in. diameter by 12 in. longs weighing approximately 1.000 lbs.' It is assumed that the

derbies wvill be packaged "as is" in approved containers for shipment and burial. Packaging
these cylindrical derbies in boxes results in a void volume of approximately 21 %: however. the
shape of the derby could be modified for better packaging efficiency.' Due to the density of DU
metal. packaging. handling, and transportation are weight controlled rather than -volume..
controlled.' Therefore,'the cost calculations were performed assuming that the' NTS WAC for
gross package weight of 9,000 lbs (see SectionS' 1.1.2(21)1 will control the size of the box and
the amount of DU metal per box. This assumption requires that a variance on the size of the
waste package be approved by DOE/IV as indicated in Section 5.1.1.2 of this report. So effort
was made in this preliminary study to optimize the size/shape/weight of the derby or the disposal
package to gain the highest economic benefit for the total system.- However. based on the level
of accuracy of cost quotes received and assumptions made. the preliminary cost estimates
reported here are directly comparable to the uranium oxide disposal :costs repored in Chapter
6. 'The'data'anda'ssurmptions used for the U metal disposal cost estirnate are:

Total mass of U metal for disposal is 361.000 MT

, Containers for DU metal transport and burial are 'strong tight" metal boxes approved
for LSA material. The boxes are certified for a net DU metal payload of 8,500 lbs
and have an approximate disposal volume of I ft'. The estimated cost per box, is

,,S500' . -

* DOE/NV grants a variance from the standard package size accepted in the NTS WAC
(Section 5.1.1.2(20)1 for the metal boxes

Transportation to the NTS-

- Is by truck from the point of conversion
- Point of conversion is assumed to be Piketon, OH
- Cost to transport is S2800.00 per truckload
- Weight limit per truckload is 42.000 lbs.

Burial operations at NTS cost 5151ftW for the U metal

Environmental compliance costs are assumed to be 59M (S0.02!kg U) based on data
presented in Chapter 6 of this report.

a. W. Christian. Aerojet Ordnance Tennessee. personal communication with T. HErtzler, SAIC.
March 1994.

h. J. King, Container Products Corporations. personal communication with T. Hertzler. SAIC.
March 29. 1994
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The resulting cost for disposing of the U metal. including containers. transportction. burial.
and environmental compliance is SI 18 2 million The breakdown of these costs is shown in
Table Al.

x.5 Conclusions

Comparing the total costs for disposal of the 361.000 DITUH inventory of DU in a metal
form versus disposal in an oxide form (i.e.. L)Os) (Table Al and Table.10. respectivelyl., shows
that the cost of disposal as a metal is actually higher. This is due to the higher estimated cost
for the initial conversion of CF0 to U metal (SIO/kgU) versus conversion to U3 1(S8.40/kgU).
In both cases, the conversion costs are the most uncertain and/or sensitive to change. The costs
associated with containers.. packaging. and transportation. although significant. are small in
companson to conversion costs for both disposal alternatives.

The DU, motai disposal alternative has a distinct cost advantage over that of the DU oxide
alternatve in the :.eas of.container. transportation.'and burial. However. the estimated
conversion COSt of S3.61 billion negates these advantages.

Finally. the conversion costs for either option may significantly change as additional hard
information is obtained and potential, new conversion technologies are developed. Currently. two
separate research activities are underway that may substantally decrease conversion costs as well
as allow for recycle of all intermediate and secondary byproducts. thius eliminating CaF or
fMgF. disposal!" Research and development on a Hydrogen Plasma Quench reactor at the INEL
and a similar reduction process at the Los Alamos National Laboratory may result in conversion
costs four to five times lower than those used in this report.
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